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Moore: ‘Ask any damn question you want’
CARISSA DEGEN
Assistant Campus Editor

Carolina Sánchez THE CHRONICLE
Michael Moore answered student questions and talked about his documentaries and upcoming projects on Oct. 22 at a last-minute Q-and-A event organized by Columbia’s cinema art + sciences department and the Chicago International Film Festival at Film Row Cinema in the 1104 S. Wabash Ave. building.

A SURPRISE VISIT from Oscar-winning documentarian Michael
Moore on Oct. 22 drew hundreds of
students, faculty and staff to Film
Row Cinema in the 1104 S. Wabash
Ave. building.
Known for his documentaries
“Bowling for Columbine” and
“Fahrenheit 9/11,” Moore visited
the college as part of the Chicago
International Film Festival.
“You need to be secure in what
you already believe in and your ability to communicate what you want
to say in your film,” Moore told
students. “Why do you feel like you
need to find somebody who agrees
with you? You should be secure
enough in your own filmmaking.”
The Q-and-A with Moore gave
students an opportunity to directly

xx SEE MOORE, PG. 9

YouTube provides platform
for mental illness peer support

JACOB WITTICH

Assistant Sports & Health Editor
MANY PEOPLE WITH severe mental ill-

nesses, specifically schizophrenia,
schizoaffective disorder and bipolar disorder, are turning to YouTube
to share their experiences with the
illness or seek peer support, according to a recent study published
Oct. 15 in PLOS ONE.
The study, led by John Naslund,
a Ph.D. student in the Health Policy
Department at Dartmouth Institute for Health Policy and Clinical
Practice, analyzed 3,044 comments
posted to 19 YouTube videos uploaded by people with the three

disorders to identify themes of peer
support shared within the online
community. He found that some
people living with mental illnesses
are finding ways to build their own
support systems online.
“We observed peer support in
four main areas based on the videos
and their comments: minimizing
a sense of isolation and providing
hope, finding support through connecting with peers, coping with
day-to-day challenges and learning
from shared experiences in terms
of medication use and seeking a diagnosis,” Naslund said.

xx SEE YOUTUBE, PG. 14

AP EXCHANGE
Four Chicago hospitals have been chosen to treat possible Ebola patients if an outbreak occurs. Their staffs are being specially prepared and trained.

Chicago hospitals prepare for Ebola
ALEXA RUFFINO
Assistant Metro Editor

Lou Foglia THE CHRONICLE

Alumna Lena Waithe discusses career • PAGE 3

RUSH UNIVERSITY MEDICAL Center and
three other Chicago hospitals have
been selected at the request of Mayor Rahm Emanuel to provide care
to patients in the event of an Ebola
diagnosis in Chicago.
In Addition to RMC, 1653 W.
Congress Parkway, Ann & Robert

Chicago Fire’s smoldering season • PAGE 11

H. Lurie Children’s Hospital, 22 E.
Chicago Ave.; Northwestern Memorial Hospital, 251 E. Huron St.;
and the University of Chicago Medical Center, 5841 S. Maryland Ave
have been chosen to treat possible
Ebola patients.
“If there is a situation where
someone might be brought in [because they] maybe had one or two
of the potential symptoms, but

Take charge of student debt • PAGE 20

weren’t further tested, [then they
would go to one of the four hospitals],” said Deb Song, assistant director of media relations at RMC.
Although Ebola is not easily
spread from one person to another,
strict precautions are being taken
to prevent the communication of
the disease. According to an Oct. 20

xx SEE EBOLA, PG. 38
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I’m all about that portfolio
AS DETAILED IN the story on Page 3,
Virb, an online portfolio hosting
service that was bought out by Go
Daddy, terminated the contract it
had with the college that guaranteed students would be able to use
Virb for two years without being
charged because it was no longer
fiscally viable to offer such a deal.
Instead, students are eligible for
one free year under Virb’s student
program and will receive a $2 discount from the monthly charge of
$10 through The Portfolio Center.
Those who already have sites will
be entitled to have free websites
until their two-year period expires.
The Portfolio Center has long
pushed the use of Virb and the
importance of having an online
portfolio, especially for those in the
creative industries.
I agree with the Portfolio Center
about the importance of creating
an online portfolio. Students do
themselves a massive disservice if
they power through four years of
creating a body of work and then
leave without an essential tool to
pursue a career post-college.
But I must argue that there
are better options out there for
students to create online portfolios
that offer far more valuable services and customization than Virb.
While Virb’s simplistic setup is
easy to navigate, the websites end
up looking cookie-cutter and the

platform struggles to host plug-in
applications meant to enhance a
website. Its templates are visually
appealing, but are repeated so often
by other users that originality is
hard to achieve.
A portfolio is essentially a fancier resume, except an online portfolio has the opportunity to better
display talent and ability while still
highlighting past achievements.
Just like prospective employers
become bored with monotonous
resumes, it is imperative to ensure
that portfolios stand out from
fellow competitors.
While the termination of the
deal between the college and Virb
will cost students to keep their
portfolios, students should look at
this as an opportunity to branch
out and explore other options.
Rather than pay to keep a mediocre
service, students can look at options that provide more opportunities for customization and that
allow students to present their
unique styles more adeptly.
Whether it is utilizing a mostly
free platform like Wordpress and
Blogger or subscribing to more
costly services like Wix and All
You, it’s a wise investment that
students should make.
It’s also an investment that
Columbia itself can help make,
especially at the academic level.
Each department has faculty and
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the 618 S. Michigan Ave. Building.
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Lena Waithe offers
tips for success

“Being raised in a house of womAssistant Campus Editor
en and hearing conversations was
the early part of my love for storyLENA WAITHE, A 2006 Columbia telling and wanting to tell stories
alumna and screenplay writer through particularly female voices
based in Los Angeles, returned of color,” Waithe said.
from L.A. to her hometown for the
Waithe credited the 1987 “A
premiere of “Dear White People,” Different World” as the show that
which she produced, at the Chicago sparked her interest in writing and
International Film Festival. While her desire to be part of the televiin town, she stopped at Columbia to sion business. Waithe said she was
have an open discussion with one motivated to become proficient in
of her favorite former professors, reading and writing and began honMichael Fry.
ing her craft at 7 years old.
Waithe is the producer of the
highly-anticipated film, which examines stereotypes and society
ills from the perspective of young
black Americans and opened Oct.
24 in select theaters. She is also the
creator of the pilot presentation
“Twenties,” a four-part online pilot presentation that outlines the
“I think those characters on ‘A
experiences of young black women, Different World’ were very powhich has more than 250,000 views tent and specific, and it made me
combined on YouTube. Waithe re- want to create characters whose
turned to Columbia Oct. 20 to dis- problems didn’t seem superficial,”
cuss her success and to offer advice Waithe said.
on how to thrive in the film and
She advised students to take adtelevision industry.
vantage of the opportunities they
Waithe, a South Side native, said have at the college and to pursue
her love for writing and storytelling programs like Semester in L.A.
was influenced by the culture of
She said participating in the proChicago and her upbringing.
gram contributed to her success in
KYLE HOLLEY

the industry because she was able
to land an internship before graduation, which gave her a competitive edge over other recent graduates in the industry. The program
also helped her develop her style,
she said.
“Find your voice,” Waithe
said. “Figure out what your end
game is. Be specific about what
you want to ultimately be doing
and don’t try to tackle 18 things
at once.”
Waithe said following her semes-

Find your voice. Figure out what
your end game is.”
— Lena Waithe
ter in L.A., she stayed in the city and
continued pursuing her passions,
making use of the connections
she gained. Although she returned
to Chicago to graduate, she said
she headed right back to the West
Coast afterward.
Waithe encouraged students at
the event to consistently create
original content because they have

xx SEE WAITHE, PG. 10

Courtesy CREATIVE SERVICES
Lena Waithe returns to Columbia to offer aspiring film students advice about how the industry works.
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Virb terminates partnership with college

JENNIFER BOYLEN
Assistant Campus Editor
VIRB, A WEBSITE hosting platform, has

terminated its partnership with Columbia after being bought out by the
website host company Go Daddy in
October 2013.
Prior to the college’s partnership
with Virb, which began in 2012,
Columbia used an in-house system
called WebAgent that hosted portfolio websites for students. During
this time, the staff at the Portfolio
Center, located in the 623 S. Wa-

bash Ave. Building, struggled to
manage the technology themselves.
The college partnered with Virb to
streamline the process, according
to Christie Andersen Asif, executive director of Career Initiatives at
the Portfolio Center.
Virb was helpful to students because the site offers many themes
and templates to aid users in
building websites, portfolios, online stores and blogs, according to
Virb’s website.
Throughout the college’s partnership with Virb, more than 3,000

students created online portfolios
using the service, Andersen Asif
said in an email. As part of the
terms of the partnership, students
could create a website using their
Columbia email account to receive
two free years of hosting and a discounted monthly cost after the initial free trial expires. However, by
December 2014, the agreement will
end, Andersen Asif said.
“It’s not uncommon for techbased companies to change ownership as they grow, and Virb is no
exception,” Andersen Asif said.

“They made a decision that it was
no longer profitable to encourage
Columbia students to start their
website via Virb. We disagree, but it
is ultimately their call.”
Andersen Asif said the Portfolio Center was interested in continuing its relationship with the
website and was disappointed by
the news, but the office was able to
negotiate the current terms of the
contract to last until the end of the
Fall 2014 semester. After December, the website will still exist, and
students who have already created
sites can still host for free for the
allotted two-year window. Current
sites will also have an option to receive the discounted monthly fee
of $8 by using a Columbia discount
code. Virb will still offer one-year
free trials to new customers, but
the Portfolio Center will not continue to provide Virb tech support,
Anderson Asif said.
Although the department was
surprised by the news and is disappointed by the change, the Portfolio
Center is focusing on the positive

aspects of the situation, Andersen
Asif said.
“We still recommend that every
student leave with a strong web
presence,” Andersen Asif said.
“This includes having profiles on
sites appropriate to their industry.
The end of our partnership with
Virb means that we can expand our
list of recommended providers to
include other popular systems and
best practices for working with
those systems.”
Adrienne Bazir, a senior traditional animation major, said she has
used Virb for two years after staff at
the Portfolio Center suggested it to
her. She said Virb seemed like the
most useful and simple tool for her
portfolio, which includes a personal bio, comics, drawings, animated
story reels and links to her other
online profiles. The free service
was also a highlight of using Virb,
she said, but she will continue to
host her site with Virb and pay the
monthly fee.

xx SEE VIRB, PG. 10
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Columbia alumna wins $25,000 3Arts award

Courtesy SOPHIA NAHLI ALLISON
Columbia alumna Sophia Nahli Allison is a teaching artist who works with youth to tell visual stories.
After receiving a $25,000 3Arts grant, she is currently working on projects in her home in Los Angeles.

JENNIFER BOYLEN
Assistant Campus Editor
SOPHIA NAHLI ALLISON, a 2014 photojournalism alumna, has been selected as a recipient of a $25,000
grant from 3Arts, a nonprofit
that advocates for artists of color, women artists and artists
with disabilities.
Each year, 3Arts selects 10 peo-

ple as grant recipients, according to
Executive Director Esther Grisham
Grimm. The organization typically awards $15,000, but this year’s
recipients received an additional
$10,000, Grimm said. An increase
in donations from organizational
sponsors and award partners supplied the additional funds, she said.
“We are that strange bird of a
nonprofit grant maker that raises

money, but we also utilize our own
investment portfolios to contribute,” Grimm said. “Every dollar we
receive, every contributed dollar to
our organization—whether it’s $5
from an individual, $15,000 from
a corporation—goes out to an individual artist.”
Allison said she was 26 when she
graduated. She grew up in Los Angeles but moved to Chicago during
her junior year of high school. Once
in Chicago, she became involved
in theater and even studied it for
a short time but soon realized she
wanted to pursue other interests.
She then began to teach young
girls photography, she said, spending years teaching the art as a tool
for social change as well as empowerment for her students. She said
she wanted to explore social issues
in her community and hand those
ideas down to youth.
“I realized how important it was
to create these opportunities for
youth, especially youth of color
within the city who may not know
about photography or video and
how that [can be] an important tool
for them to learn to tell their stories,” Allison said.
Before receiving her 3Arts award,
Allison said she had learned about
the organization and knew that
was something she wanted to work
toward as an artist, but she never
thought it would come so quickly.
“I honestly just cried because it
shows that hard work and determination pays off,” Allison said. “I

think a lot of people don’t realize
the importance of working with
youth and the importance of art
in schools.”
She said the money she was
awarded will allow her to do the
work she is passionate about because she can focus on her craft and
dedicate her time to her work.
“I just felt so loved in that moment by just everything,” Allison
said. “It was possibly the most
exciting moment I’ve ever had in
my life.”
Allison is currently home in L.A.
doing a visual journalism project
about the L.A. community in addition to teaching several photography workshops with different youth
groups. She said she plans to return
to Chicago after that.
“Even though Los Angeles is
my home, I feel so much love and
thanks is due to Chicago in how it’s
helped me grow as a person and as
an artist,” Allison said.
In addition to the grants, recipients have access to programs
including a network of residency
fellowships, project support and a
crowd-funding program called 3AP
as well as professional development opportunities in partnership
with Creative Capital in New York
City. Once an artist has been selected as a recipient, all those opportunities become available to them,
Grimm said.
Utilizing a nomination and jury
process in its award selection,
Grimm said the organization seeks

35 anonymous nominators in Chicago who each nominate three artists in their own artistic discipline.
A national panel of jurors then vote
on those nominees and the previous years honorable mentions.
There are five discipline-based
panels with three judges each—
one local and two from out of state.
Nominees fill out applications and
judges choose the recipients based
on their qualifications, Grimm said.
“I am the humble facilitator of
the panels,” Grimm said. “I don’t
decide. The organization doesn’t
decide. These are real experts in
their field—artists, critics, presenters and so on make the selections.”
Suzanne McBride, associate
chair of the Journalism Department, said she got to know Allison
during her time at the college while
working on a year-long project
about unsolved homicides in Chicago. Allison went out with several
students and took photos of family members of homicide victims,
which added a dimension to the
project they would not have had
otherwise, McBride said.
McBride said it is amazing for an
artist to receive such a grant as early in a career as Allison did.
“She well represents what all of
you do at Columbia as students—
people who are really deeply involved in the craft and are doing
work of professionals long before
you graduate,” McBride said.
jboylen@chroniclemail.com

The Music Center at Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan Avenue

Music Department Events
Monday October 27
Meet the Artist with Paula Cole
Pop Rock Ensemble: Performance 1 in Concert

12:00 pm
7:00 pm

Tuesday October 28
Pop Jazz Fusion Ensemble in Concert

7:00 pm

Wednesday October 29
Wednesday Noon Guitar Concert Series*
at the Conaway
Pop Rock Ensemble: Showcase in Concert
Country Ensemble in Concert

12:00 pm
7:00 pm

Friday October 31
CUP Forum*
Jazz Gallery in the Lobby*
Piano Forum at the Sherwood*
Paula Cole Residency Concert

9:30 am
12:00 pm
12:00 pm
7:00 pm

Saturday November 1
Advanced Vocal Studio Performance

1:00 pm

12:00 pm

For Tickets, visit PaulaCole.eventbrite.com or call 312-369-8330

* Events marked with an asterisk do not give Recital Attendance Credit
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Rap star’s brother charged with assault of a Columbia student
KYLE HOLLEY
Assistant Campus Editor
A PARTY HOSTED at a Columbia
student’s apartment on Sept. 28
became violent resulting in one
student being admitted to Chicago’s Mercy Hospital and Medical
Center, 2525 S. Michigan Ave., after being severely injured allegedly at the hands of Taylor Bennett,
the younger brother of Chancelor
Bennett, also known as Chance the
Rapper. Taylor Bennett’s manager,
Jake Kalmin, who is a former Columbia student, helped him commit
the crime, according to a Chicago
Police Department News Affairs
report. Both Bennett and Kalmin
were charged with aggravated battery for the crime, which took place
in the 2200 block of South Michigan Avenue, according to the report.
Bennett, 18, and Kalmin, 21, turned
themselves in to authorities on Oct.
16, two weeks after the incident,
which left the victim, a 19-year-old
Columbia student, with serious
physical injuries and many other students at the party in disbelief.
The altercation allegedly started
after the victim stepped on Bennett’s shoes. After an exchange
of words and shoves, Bennett attacked the victim and others joined
in, punching and kicking him while
he was on the ground, according to
Ellie Stanford, a sophomore television major who attended the party.
Kalmin then allegedly jumped

Courtesy CPD NEWS AFFAIRS
Taylor Bennett (left), 18, and Jake Kalmin (right), 21, were both arrested and charged with aggravated battery for the assault of a Columbia student on Sept. 28 at a party.

in, helping Bennett punch and kick
the victim. After other attendees
heard the blow that Stanford said
sounded like it cracked the victim’s
skull, Bennett and Kalmin reportedly fled the scene of the party and
left the attendees in shock before
one of the victim’s out-of-state
family members was notified of
the incident and called authorities,
according to the Chicago Police
Department report.

The victim was initially taken to
Mercy Hospital and Medical Center
before being transferred to Stroger
Hospital, 1969 W. Ogden Ave., to be
treated further for the injuries he
sustained, the report states.
Stanford said the incident took
place about five feet from where
she and her friends were standing
in the kitchen of the home.
“All of a sudden we heard a bunch
of guys yelling and some bottles

breaking,” Stanford said. “At first,
there was Jake, the guy who was
hitting the kid ... and there were
roughly about five [other] guys.
They were punching and stomping
him, then all of a sudden we heard
his skull crack.”
Stanford said the party-goers
started screaming and most people left, but she and her friends returned to gather their belongings
and saw the victim again, who ap-

peared motionless with no expression and was bleeding heavily.
“It was not necessary for multiple guys to be punching and stomping on the kid,” Stanford said. “Even
if there was a fight, there is never
any reason for that many people to
hit a person.”
She said she thought Bennett’s
affiliation with Save Chicago, an
anti-violence campaign spearheaded by Taylor’s father, Ken, and older brother, Chance, to help combat
violence, might have prompted his
public rationalizations of his and
Kalmin’s actions during the party.
Violet Royal, a sophomore cinema art + science major, said her
initial impression of Kalmin was he
seemed too enveloped in the limelight and acted as if he was superior.
In the weeks following the incident, Royal said Kalmin and
Bennett began to spread different stories about the reasons for
their actions, which led to turning
themselves in.
Royal said the two claimed the
victim pulled a knife on Bennett,
but also said she doubts the claim.
“I don’t think the kid had a knife
or was even that much of a threat,”
Royal said. “He was just a kid at
a party.”
Bennett tweeted Oct. 22 that he
would no longer be accompanying musician Hoodie Allen on his
“People Keep Talking” World Tour,
scheduled through Dec. 30.
kholley@chroniclemail.com

President Kim launches joint
faculty, staff town hall meetings
CARISSA DEGEN
Assistant Campus Editor
THROUGHOUT PRESIDENT KWANG-WU

Kim’s first year in office at the college, he placed a heavy emphasis
on building relationships with students. This year, to bring more representation to Columbia’s faculty
and staff, Kim is implementing faculty and staff meetings to hear both
sides of many relevant issues.
“It’s important that faculty and
staff know what’s going on [on campus] because otherwise people create stories and it starts to [build] a
culture of suspicion,” Kim said. “It’s
important to be like, ‘Here’s what’s
going on and how you can be a part
of it’ on a regular basis. It’s a way
of building community, and that’s
what [Columbia] is: a community.”
Kim held the first faculty and
staff meeting of the academic year
on Oct. 24 at the Film Row Cinema
in the 1104 S. Wabash Ave. Building. His main focus was on the sixstep strategic plan he hopes to begin implementing in the spring of
2015. The six areas of focus are student success, curriculum, diversity
and inclusion, community, enrollment and resources. The planning
process is Kim’s major goal for the
2014–2015 academic year.
“For the first time, people heard
the basic content of what I hope to
achieve in our strategic planning,”
Kim said. “I hope what happened
6 • October 27, 2014

[at the meeting] is people start
thinking, ‘Okay, so what do I want
to contribute to those ideas?’ To
me, this was about throwing ideas
out there and letting people percolate on them for a while.”
Kim broke down each of the strategic plan’s areas and allowed faculty and staff to voice their questions, concerns and opinions after
his presentation.
A goal of the plan is to improve
student success by raising the fouryear graduation rate at the college,
which currently stands at 42.9 percent, he said.
Kim said the national college
graduation average hovers around
59–60 percent and that his goal is
to reach the national average. Kim
also said he plans to use the rate of
employment after graduation as a
key marker of student success.
Christie Andersen Asif, director
of career initiatives at the Portfolio Center, said during the meeting
that the Portfolio Center is promoting student work and helping students find jobs in their field after
they graduate.
“What does the success of the
majority of students look like?”
Kim said. “That is graduation rate
and employment after graduation.”
To ensure these numbers continue to rise, Kim said he is going
to be taking a closer look at the
curriculum of the college, with an
emphasis on the First Year Sem-

inar course and how to make it
more beneficial to students. He said
creating a fluency of business and
marketing across all majors is also
a goal. Making sure students know
how to use their passions in a practical way is something they should
be able to leave with, he said.
Michele Williams, an adjunct
faculty member in the English Department, suggested having seniors
mentor freshmen in their departments to help them get ready for
their field and market their talent.
Within the curriculum changes,
Kim plans to include diversity and
community at Columbia by fostering a closer relationship with the
city and the businesses that could
benefit a student’s career.
“We’re not as connected to Chicago and the outside world as we
should be,” Kim said. “We need to
make our walls more porous.”
However, Kim said in order to do
this, the college must increase enrollment and offer resources that
connect students to the city. He said
the downturn of admissions was
more than the administration projected for the Fall 2014 semester.
“This is to our detriment,” Kim
said. “We need changes approaching enrollment management.”
Kim said this is something the
college as a whole needs to evaluate.
It is a problem of the institution, not
of an individual, he said.
Kim also said he plans to work

Kelly Wenzel THE CHRONICLE
President Kwang-Wu Kim spoke to faculty and staff on Oct. 24 at Film Row Cinema in 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
Building to address the six topic strategic plan he hopes to implement during the 2015–2016 academic year.

on ideas to improve enrollment
rates and other projects with Stan
Wearden, the newly-appointed
provost and Mark Kelly, the vice
president of Student Success.
One project Kim said he plans to
focus on in the next year is a student
center at the Johnson Building, 820
S. Michigan Ave. This will incorporate social interaction and learning
with extended hours, possibly open
24 hours per day, Kim said.
The idea of a 24-hour building
opening on campus had Jennie
Fauls, a faculty member in the English Department, questioning the
students’ safety especially after
night classes.

“There are no security shuttles
and there are no blue lights for
students when walking home from
class,” Fauls said. “We need to rethink police presence on campus.”
Kim said this was a concern
of his as well, but the college will
begin to implement new ideas regarding students’ safety after the
retirement of Robert Koverman,
associate vice president of Safety
and Security, in January.
The meeting was a gathering of
ideas, Kim said. The strategic plan
is still being built, but changes will
be made within the next year.
cdegen@chroniclemail.com
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New iPads Coming Soon

Stop by the Columbia College
Computer Store to find out about
educational pricing for iPad.
Select models in stock now!
See store for details.

ComputerStore
best products better service

Store Hours: M - F 11AM to 6PM
33 E. Congress Pkwy 1st Floor (entrance off Wabash) • 312.369.8622
computerstore@colum.edu
We accept:
*Must be a current student, staff, or faculty member of Columbia College Chicago to shop at the
Computer Store. All offers valid while supplies last. No rainchecks or special orders. All sales final.

Cash and starter checks not accepted.
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Fashion studies student reflects on ‘Project Runway’ experience

Carolina Sánchez THE CHRONICLE
Alexander Knox, a senior fashion studies major, competed on season 13 of “Project Runway.” Although he was eliminated on the Sept. 25 episode, he recieved encouragement from Tim Gunn, one of the show’s mentors and judges.

OONA O’TOOLE
Contributing Writer
BEING SURROUNDED BY cameras while
designing and sewing can be unnerving, but Alexander Knox, a senior fashion studies major, had to
adjust quickly as he entered a televised fashion world.
Knox competed on season 13
of “Project Runway,” the popular Lifetime design competition
hosted by Tim Gunn, a mentor to
the designers, and noted model
Heidi Klum.
Knox, the youngest contestant
this season and the only one still
enrolled in college, was eliminated

on the Sept. 25 episode, placing seventh in the competition.
“When I was first eliminated, I
was super bitter,” Knox said.
The elimination came down to
Knox and another designer, Charketa Glover. Glover had been given
extra time by the other designers
because her model broke the zipper
in her garment and was about to go
down the runway half-naked.
“Knowing the outcome, I would
have been like, ‘No, I don’t care,’ and
been that a-----e for the next two
episodes,” Knox said.
But this particular model was a
“muse on the street,” he said. She
is a preschool teacher in her daily

life and has a daughter. Knox said
had he not known that about her,
he would have objected but did not
want to embarrass her.
Knox said he was introduced to
the competition in April when a
professor urged him to apply. Despite being “up to his forehead”
in work for finals, Knox made a
five-minute audition video with
help from a friend. Shortly after, he
received a call from the show’s producers telling him he was a finalist
for an interview.
“That interview actually was
with Tim Gunn, and I had absolutely no idea that he was going to be
there,” Knox said. “It’s on TV—I’m

just in shock—I walked into the
room and I’m like, ‘Hi.’”
Gunn, also the department chair
of fashion design at Parson’s The
New School for Design in New York
City, praised Knox’s work, saying it
was some of the best student work
he has seen.
“I just hope you know how profoundly good this is,” Gunn said
during Knox’s audition. “I haven’t
been this excited since—I’ll be
blunt—Christian Siriano.”
Knox said the response was
enough to make him fall on the
floor, and 10 minutes after his interview, he got a call from producers asking him to come back.
“That’s where it started,” Knox
said. “It was kind of just this whirlwind amongst finals and all that.”
He said his perspective of women’s fashion helped keep him in the
competition for as long as he was.
“I definitely like to have a more
avant-garde approach,” Knox said.
“I tend to steer away from things
that are super form-fitting. I like
to go for things that are more oversized and larger than life.”
Dieter Kirkwood, an assistant
professor in the Fashion Studies Department, said Knox had a
unique way of viewing menswear
while in his class.
“Alex had a way of viewing menswear through a lens that was not so
masculine,” Kirkwood said. “He was
able to try and soften up a lot of his
menswear designs.”

Knox said he was first inspired
to pursue fashion design after buying fashion magazines from Barnes
& Noble.
“I would just ogle over them for
hours,” he said. “I would just look
at them and it took me to another
place. That’s where it began.”
Knox saved money from babysitting and eventually bought his first
sewing machine—a “Project Runway” Brother model.
As a “Project Runway” contestant, Knox also had the opportunity to participate in Mercedes Benz
New York Fashion Week because
the event occurred while the series
was in production.
He was given a budget of $9,000
and three weeks to create a 10-piece
collection to show in New York
City. Knox said his collection had
a futuristic vibe and kept the color
palette very monochromatic, using
a lot of metallic linen to keep the
looks appropriate for spring.
Despite being eliminated, Knox
said he found a mentor in Gunn,
and the two have kept in contact
since filming ended.
“It’s crazy to be able to sit here
and tell you that yes, Tim Gunn
would come in and spend 30–40
minutes sitting there talking with
me about my design,” Knox said.
“Just being a student and to have
feedback from him [is] an experience I will forever value.”
chronicle@colum.edu

College addresses adjunct faculty
teaching availability form issue
KATHERINE DAVIS
Campus Editor
FOR THE PAST few weeks, it looked as

though some adjunct faculty members were in danger of not receiving teaching assignments for the
Spring 2015 semester because they
has not submitted teaching availability forms on time.
However, the college has resolved
the issue and accommodated adjuncts who missed the deadline after weeks of uncertainty. Adjuncts
were required to submit the forms,
which outline their availability and
teaching qualifications for the upcoming semester, by Sept. 15.
Diana Vallera, president of the
Part-Time Faculty Union and an
adjunct professor in the Photography Department, said she met with
the college’s administration in early October about the 15 adjunct professors who did not submit the form
on time. She said this has happened
before, but there were actually fewer adjunct faculty members who
missed the deadline than in past
years. Vallera said there are a multitude of reasons why P-fac professors did not submit forms on time,
including technological issues that
caused them to never receive notice, but that other members simply
just forgot.
Although certain P-fac members
did neglect to fill out the forms on
8 • October 27, 2014

time, Vallera said she worked with
the college to accommodate them
anyway, especially as there were
extenuating circumstances.
“If part-timers didn’t receive
notice or if there was an emergency where they couldn’t fill out
the form, then of course the union
would advocate to accept those
forms with no penalty,” Vallera said.
The college sent an email notice
on Oct. 18 to more than 1,500 adjunct professors reminding them
that the online teaching availability form portal opened Sept. 1 on
OASIS and that members had until
Sept. 15 to complete it. Vallera said
email reminders were issued during
the 15-day period that led up to
the deadline.
She said the adjunct faculty contract outlines that if a member did
not receive notice, then his or her
tardiness would be waived and he
or she would be allowed to submit
a late form.
“The school sent out several reminders, and so did P-fac,”
Vallera said. “There should be
plenty of time for filling out the
availability forms.”
Vallera said she and the college
agreed that department chairs
would be responsible for working
directly with the affected faculty on
a case-by-case basis to find teaching assignments for the Spring
2015 semester. However, she said

priority will be given to members
who complied with the deadline.
Because courses go live on
OASIS on Oct. 27, Vallera said it
was imperative to have this issue settled because students need
to know which faculty member
will be teaching the classes they
register for.
“[The college] has to give a certain amount of time before the
courses are going live so [students] they can see who’s teaching the course so they can make
adequate selections,” Vallera said.
“Even for the 15 late ones, it should
be resolved before it goes live
on OASIS.”
Despite The Chronicle scheduling and confirming an interview
with Stan Wearden, senior vice
president and provost, to discuss
the matter, the interview was cancelled. Instead, the college’s Office
of Communications & Marketing
sent a statement in an Oct. 17 email.
“For a variety of reasons, a very
small number of adjunct faculty
communicated that they did not
submit teaching availability forms
for the spring semester despite being available to teach,” the email
read. “In the interest of time and
in consideration of the fact that
this was the second time using
electronic forms, the college and
P-fac agreed to reach out to those
faculty members to confirm their

File Photo
Diana Vallera, president of the Part-Time Faculty Union and an adjunct professor in the Photography Department, said she worked with the college to accommodate adjunct faculty members that missed the deadline for
submitting teaching availability forms for the Spring 2015 semester.

availability and schedule them
wherever possible.”
The Chronicle also reached out to a
number of affected adjuncts and two

department heads, but none of them
returned requests for comment.
kdavis@chroniclemail.com
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xx MOORE

Continued from Front Page

ask him questions regarding his
experiences, how he found success
and what they need to do to achieve
the same.
Moore started making documentaries after he lost his job and began
receiving federal unemployment
benefits. He saw that General Motors was closing factories, especially around his hometown of Flint,
Michigan, and made a film called
“Roger and Me” in which he mocks
GM’s Roger Smith and focuses on
economic inequality.
Moore said that besides his lifelong love of cinema, one way he got
into filmmaking was through his
love for music.
“If you like to listen to music,
then that’s a good foundation to be
a filmmaker,” Moore said. “It’s all
about the beat and rhythm of it.”
Moore shared advice with the audience, telling them to satisfy their
own beliefs and missions.
“Don’t try to please the invisible
people in your head,” Moore said.
“Please yourself. Put out good art.
Always follow your heart. Your conscience knows where the line is.”
Moore was asked how to get release forms for documentaries.
Contrary to what students are
taught, Moore said he does not care
about getting release forms signed.
“You’re in the United States of
America,” Moore said. “We have the
First Amendment, so you have the
right to ask any damn question you
want and unless you go in the edit
room and rearrange their words,
they can answer in any damn way
they want. You have to show that.”
Politics are a figure prominently
shown in Moore’s documentaries,
and his comments were aimed
more toward film students, but he
stressed that everyone in the arts
must start a movement by putting
art before politics.
“Put out good art,” Moore said.
“If you put out good art, the politics
van will come slamming right into
people and they’ll leave the theater
being like, ‘Where are the torches
and where are the pitchforks?’”
Dan Rybicky, an associate professor in the Cinema Art + Science
Department, had the opportunity to
interview Moore on stage and help
run the event after working with
Ron Falzone, associate professor in
the Cinema Art + Science Department, to bring him to campus.
“Ron [Falzone] coordinates with
the CIFF these sorts of events,” Rybicky said. “I think by some miracle,
Ron worked with the heads of the
festival. Because Columbia is such
a big part of the festival and helps
sponsor, we have a really good relationship with them and we asked,
and by some miracle, it happened.”
Rybicky said he thinks bringing
Moore to campus helped inspire
and empower students by being in
contact with such a well-known
and successful filmmaker.
“Whether people agree or disagree with him, his passion, spirit
and his commitment to democracy
and to his citizenship does empower
and inspire students,” Rybicky said.
“What I thought was really incredible about his conversation is how
much he talked about the art of filmmaking and the importance of doc-

umentaries to be artful and be films
before they are message-givers.”
Rybicky said he was impressed
with the turnout because the event
was announced last-minute on a
Wednesday. He said students were
turned away from attending because the room was at capacity.
Tyler Dunne, a junior radio ma-

jor, said Moore is a tremendous
filmmaker and that he would not
miss the opportunity to hear an Oscar winner speak.
“There’s no bulls--t about
him,” Dunne said. “He’s a very
straight-forward [guy].”
William Hans, a sophomore
cinema art + science major, said

he agreed that Moore’s candid answers and his humorous approach
were refreshing.
“He’s a very personable guy,”
Hans said. “He’s approachable and
he knew what he was talking about.
He [seemed] excited to be here.”
Kelsey McClung, a sophomore
cinema art + science major, said

she was a fan prior to hearing him
speak. She said she thinks his films
are powerful and likes his approach.
“It’s interesting that he said make
a movie, not a documentary,” McClung said. “I never thought about
it like that.”
cdegen@chroniclemail.com
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Dan Rybicky, an associate professor in the Cinema Art + Science Department, brought Moore to campus with the help of Ron Falzone, another associate professor in the Cinema Art + Science Department. Rybicky had the
opportunity to interview Moore on stage for the event, held Oct. 22 at Film Row Cinema in the 1104 S. Wabash Ave. Building. The room was full despite being announced last minute on a Wednesday afternoon.

Financial Holds
Have Been Placed

SFS Financial
HoldS Began on
octoBer 7tH
If a SFS Financial Hold was recently placed on your account
you were notified via LoopMail. Be sure to resolve any holds
in order to avoid account restrictions. For more information
on potential restrictions visit the Financial Holds section at
colum.edu/payeridentities.
If you are unsure how to resolve a Financial Hold, please
contact SFS so we can assist. You can contact SFS at
866.705.0200 or Chat Live at colum.edu/sfs.
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xx WAITHE

Continued from PG. 3

to be ready to present their own
quality work at any moment in order to truly succeed.
“It is a temperamental business,
but you don’t have to be,” Waithe
said. “When you stay on the course,
the business will rise up and respond to that. You have to know
what you have [and] act as a commodity because you are, and the industry will treat you as such.”
Caleb Strode, a sophomore cin-

xx VIRB

Continued from PG. 3

Although Bazir will still continue to use her Virb account, she
said it is unfortunate that the college will no longer partner with
the company.
“I don’t know what we’re going
to use now [to] make a portfolio
website,” Bazir said. “I know that
for me and a bunch of my friends,
it was easier to use Virb because
we knew it had a partnership
with Columbia.”
Julie Harris, the advertising and
public relations internship coordinator, said because of the nature
of marketing and PR and its use in
many fields, she handles internships for a wide variety of disciplines across the college.
Harris said Virb has been a highly effective tool for students to
promote their creative talents in
an online environment and that it

ema art + science major, said he
wanted insight on how people from
Chicago are able to get their art
out to the masses, as well as how
to separate himself from other
young filmmakers.
“I wanted to gain a knowledge
of how she was able to infiltrate
the industry, what kind of things I
could do with my own unique take
on society and how could I obtain
the appropriate means to introduce
my art,” Strode said.
Strode said he attended because
he and other students in his posi-

tion need the advice of a young professional like Waithe.
“We need people like her to come
back and tell their story, because
without that, we have no proof
of where we’re headed, as well as
how the industry is evolving and
how it may receive their work,”
Strode said.
Alexander Joseph Perez, a junior
television major, said a class he is
currently taking in lighting and production set up of the studio for the
interview and that he was able to
take advantage of Waithe’s advice

inadvertently. Although he had never heard of Waithe prior the event,
Perez said he was appreciative of
the opportunity.
“She is a walking, talking inspiration,” Perez said. “Just to hear her
story and know that she was in the
exact situation that I’m currently in as a student at Columbia and
was able to pave the way, gives me
more drive.”
Perez said the opportunity to
meet and interact with young
working professionals is an asset to
students. This is a vital experience

because the entertainment industry can be challenging to break into
without insight.
“Meeting with Lena and hearing her speak definitely reinforced
discipline, hard work, sacrifice and
dedication,” Perez said. “Hearing
her story allowed me to grow and
lit a new fire in my heart to want to
be successful because everything
that she said affirmed that it is
not impossible.”
kholley@chroniclemail.com

is unfortunate that the company
is phasing out its partnership with
Columbia. However, she said that
this change will be an opportunity
for students to explore other webbased portfolio opportunities that
may better fit the needs of students.
“Those who don’t [take this opportunity] will be left behind because online portfolios, especially
in the creative and entertainment
industry, are so vital to building
your personal brand,” Harris said.
“It helps with securing internships
and jobs as a distinctive piece to
supplement your resume.”
Despite repeated requests for
comment, Virb representatives did
not respond to The Chronicle’s inquiries, as of press time.
Workshops focused on a broad set
of online portfolio options will begin
in spring 2015.
jboylen@chroniclemail.com
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The staffers of the Portfolio Center, located in the 623 S. Wabash Ave. Building, is disappointed the college’s partnership with Virb is ending, but they are looking forward
to students being able to explore other portfolio platforms that will better suit their needs.
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High-fructose diet leaves mice absent-minded
MAX GREEN

Assistant Sports & Health Editor
IN A BARNES maze, under a bright

Cassidy Johnson THE CRHONICLE

overhead light, rats make their
way around a surface resembling
a round dining table ringed with
holes—each one a potential “escape
box”—and use cues to search for
shelter from the glaring bulb.
To better understand the cognitive effects of added sugar in the
diet, a recent study published Oct. 3
in the journal Hippocampus, placed
adolescent rats into the Barnes maze
after being fed a diet that included a
large amount of sugar. The young
rats experienced impairment of
their spatial learning and memory
functions as well as other negative
metabolic outcomes.
Researchers at the University of
Southern California gave adolescent and adult male rats access to
food, water and either an 11 percent
solution of sucrose—table sugar—
or HFCS-55, a commonly found
concentration of high fructose corn
syrup, for 30 days. In the adolescent rats, HFCS intake impaired
their ability to navigate the maze,

with moderate impairment also observed in the table sugar group.
According to Scott Kanoski,
assistant professor of Biology at
the University of Southern California and co-author of the study,
it is difficult to say that adolescent rats were affected differently
than adults.
“We hypothesize that adolescents—like in any other period of
rapid growth or maturation—are
[in] what we call critical developmental periods where behavioral
and biological systems are highly
suspect to being influenced by environmental factors,” Kanoski said.
“For example, the prenatal period is
one of high susceptibility to dietary
metabolic effects.”
It is well established that in both
human and rodent populations,
the consumption of excess sugar
can lead to unwanted metabolic effects like weight gain and impaired
blood glucose regulation in addition to the spatial memory impairment documented in this research,
Kanoski said.

x x SEE SUGAR, PG. 14

Chicago Fire season extinguished with subpar performances
EDDIE DIAZ
Assistant Sports & Health Editor
FOR THE FOURTH time in five years,

the Chicago Fire failed to make
the playoffs.
During a tumultuous season that
saw the Fire set a Major League
Soccer record for most ties in a
season with a total of 18, the club
struggled to find its rhythm and
was dubbed “the tie kings” by head
coach Frank Yallop, according to
the MLS website.
The Chicago Fire closed out
its season at Toyota Park Oct. 24
against the Houston Dynamo.
Shane Murray, a Chicago Fire
beat writer for MLSSoccer.com,
said the record-setting amount of
ties was unprecedented and is unlikely to ever happen again.
“If you spoke to anybody watching the games, it was definitely a big
surprise,” Murray said. “The manner of some of the draws was also
quite surprising. A lot of them were
sort of draws that looked like we
were going to win. Other ones we
came back late and hit late equalizers. There was a lot of luck involved
in some of them, a lot of good luck
and a lot of bad luck.”
There has been much speculation about what has led to the Fire’s

Associated Press
Chicago Fire goalkeeper Sean Johnson dives to block a shot during the second half against the Montreal Impact on Oct. 5 at Toyota Park in Bridgeview, Illinois.

shortcomings this season. Injuries
have played a part in the club’s subpar play. It was announced Sept.
9 that reigning MVP Mike Magee
would miss the remainder of the
season after undergoing hip surgery and was given an estimated six
to eight months before he could return. If that projection holds up, it
means that Magee is likely to miss
some of next season, according a
Sept. 9 Chicago Sun-Times report.
Magee racked up 15 goals and

4 assists after being traded to the
Fire from Los Angeles Galaxy 10
weeks into last season. Magee never returned to form this year, scoring just 7 goals and 4 assists while
missing 9 of the first 26 games before his hip injury him ruled out for
the remainder of the season.
There were some bright spots
throughout the Fire’s season,
though. Goalkeeper Sean Johnson
continued to produce and prove
himself among the MLS’ best. His

play this season was enough to get
the attention of the United States
Men’s National Soccer Team,
which recently called up Johnson
for a match against Ecuador.
Murray said Johnson has been
the club’s MVP this season and
soon will be treated as such.
“The [team] standout, performance-wise, this year has undoubtedly been Sean Johnson,” Murray
said. “He hasn’t made a mistake this
year. If he has, it hasn’t been very

noticeable or pivotal. He’s been
very solid at the back and he’d get
my [vote] for MVP.”
In addition to Johnson, rookie
midfielder Harry Shipp has shown
flashes of potential throughout
this season, adding another layer of
brightness to a season that has been
very much in the gray area.
Brian Sandalow, who covers the
Chicago Fire for the Sun-Times,
said Shipp’s stellar rookie year was
a surprise to many.
“Harry Shipp—I think people
thought he’d be good but Harry has
shown some real flashes of brilliance,” Sandalow said. “He started off very hot and then he hit the
rookie wall and really, really struggled to get through it. But he’s certainly somebody to really keep an
eye on in the future. If he continues
to grow, he could be a real factor for
the Fire for a while.”
Despite the club’s subpar season,
fan attendance has not wavered.
The Fire has consistently drawn
increased attendance from its 2013
attendance figures, according to the
MLS attendance website.
Patrick Stanton, chairman of
Section 8, a nonprofit organization
of Fire supporters, said the Fire
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Decision fatigue fuels calorie cravings
BRIANNA PLANTER

Sport: Poms

Team/School: Columbia College

Alexander Aghayere THE CHRONICLE

ABBY SEITZ
Contributing Writer
SELF-CONTROL IS AN important element of dieting, but dietary habits
may play a role in self-control.
Cravings for high-calorie foods
and the strength to resist them has
been linked to the part of the brain
known to control will-power and restraint. The ability to resist impulses, known as executive function, is
strengthened by regular exercise.
In a study published in the September issue of Psychosomatic
Medicine, researchers at the University of Waterloo in Ontario used
magnetic stimulation to decrease
activity in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC)—the part
of the brain known to be the seat of
executive function—on 21 female
participants between the ages of 19
and 26.
By continuously stimulating
the DLPFC, the strength of participants’ executive function was
reduced. To provoke cravings, the
women were shown 3D images of
Pringles and milk chocolate followed by lower-calorie saltine
crackers and dark chocolate.
When given a choice of consuming the lower- versus higher-calorie snacks, test subjects craved the
latter more, leading researchers to
conclude that executive function
decline correlates with poorer dietary decision-making.
“Several factors make this study
novel,” said Chinara Tate, a registered dietitian and doctoral candidate at Columbia University who
is not associated with the new research. “This study is the first to
examine executive function as a
potential mediator between the ac-

tivity in the DLPFC and appetitive
food consumption.”
According to Peter Hall, the
study’s senior author, cardio exercise is the most effective way to
strengthen executive function.
“There are a few things that we
can do to optimize our executive
functions and maximize the health
of the supporting brain regions,”
Hall said in an emailed statement.
“The biggest one is aerobic exercise.
Second is to make sure that we get
lots of rest and avoid sleep deprivation. The final is to avoid substance
abuse, particularly alcohol.”
The study suggests that executive function strength could play a
major role in a person’s risk for obesity. Individuals with weak executive function may be less likely to
regulate snack food consumption,
especially with wide availability of
high-calorie snack foods, which increases the likelihood of those individuals becoming overweight.
Although the research did not
specifically study the correlation between executive function and obesity, Hall said the results do shed light
on the relationship between brain
function and dietary choices.
“The findings suggest that a relatively under-appreciated facet of
obesity prevention might be preservation of brain health—specifically
the parts of the brain that allow us
to engage in self-control,” Hall said.
According to Marissa Burgermaster, a researcher at Columbia
University’s Tisch Center for Food,
Education & Policy, the results of
this study could be applied in obesity prevention programs.
“Interventions might be put in
place to increase physical activity,
since it has been shown to increase

executive function,” Burgermaster
said. “Based specifically on the results, it’s key to think about how we
can make physical activity routines
part of the culture of workplaces
and universities as well.”
According to Burgermaster, college-age adolescents may be more
vulnerable to instant gratification
with their food choices and are less
oriented toward long-term thinking..
A 2005 study conducted from
the University of British Columbia
found that when the brain is overwhelmed with decisions, executive
function weakens, decreasing the
amount of mental energy dedicated
to decision-making, a state known
as decision fatigue.
The process of making dietary
choices may drain the individual’s
resources, hindering the executive
function’s ability to carry out its other activities, according to the study.
Brielle Munizzi, a senior advertising major, said she craves unhealthy food when she is stressed.
“When stressed, I go into work
mode and don’t even think about
food, so at the end of the day I realize I haven’t eaten and eat anything
available,” Munizzi said.
Hall said college students have a
unique relationship with willpower
and that they have healthy brains
compared to older populations.
“College students may have more
temptations—environmental, social
and otherwise—that lead them to
situations where exerting self control is difficult, but there are likewise
many situations where self control
is not desired by college students,”
Hall said. “The whole objective is to
let go and not be self-controlled.”
chronicle@colum.edu
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JACOB WITTICH
Assistant Sports & Health Editor
BRIANNA PLANTER, A junior dance ma-

jor, taught herself how to dance at
age 9. Now in college, she is the new
choreographer of the Poms, Columbia’s dance team.
Planter said she first found
her competitive groove when she
joined her middle school’s poms
team. Until then, her only experience being on a dance team was
when she got her start in athletics as a figure skater at 3 years old.
Planter first began choreographing
for her high school poms team and
continued into college, coaching
for the Lakeview High School poms
team last year.
The Chronicle spoke with Planter about her passion for poms, her
favorite choreographed music videos and her role model, Beyoncé.

THE CHRONICLE: What do you like
best about the Poms team?
BRIANNA PLANTER: I love that it’s

a group effort choreography-wise. I
love choreographing groups of people. It’s fun that you have a lot of different bodies to do different things
with. Some people could be doing
one thing, and then another group
could be doing another thing, and
the whole goal is to make a unified
look. I enjoy the finished product
of us working together and making
a bomb dance. It’s exciting to perform in a group.

What is it like performing a routine in
front of an audience?
It’s great. You have butterflies in
your stomach at first because [you
want to] have everything together
because [although] it is a team, you
have to make sure you know what
you’re doing. It’s exciting once you
see that everybody really put their
work in, and getting the crowd’s reaction gets you really pumped.

How did your prior ice skating experience help you in dance?
Kaitlin Hetterscheidt THE CHRONICLE
Renovations to Wrigley Field are ongoing this month as construction crews finish the field’s demolition and continue the expansion of the Chicago Cubs’ playing field.
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I was actually a competitive ice
skater before, so I guess in a way
that kind of prepared me for dance

because there are a lot of similarities, it’s just [one is] on ice. I
honestly attribute my great ability
at turning to ice skating because
[turning requires] a lot of pulling up
in your core, which when you’re on
ice you really have to do that, otherwise you’re going to fall. Doing it
on a nice floor is a lot easier than on
ice, so now I’m pretty good at turns
because of that.

Do you still figure skate?
I do it for fun now, especially in the
winter when Millennium Park gets
the ice rink. I like to go there and
just skate around a bit. It always
surprises me that I still know some
things because it’s tough, and if you
stop, sometimes you just lose it all.

Who inspires you the most to dance?
My biggest inspirations are a little unlikely because none of them
are [known just as dancers], but
they are Beyoncé, Aaliyah and Ciara. They’re all really great dancers, but they’re all really known
for their singing. Honestly, music
videos are really what got me into
dancing. I didn’t see a lot of dance
shows as a kid, so I saw music videos because that was a little bit
more accessible, and that’s what
made me want to dance.

Which music videos left a lasting impression on you?
Any time I see the “Try Again” music video by Aaliyah, it just leaves
me inspired. I remember when I
was younger, I learned the whole
dance and I would show my mom,
but she’d say to worry about ice
skating. After a while, she realized I
was actually pretty good at dancing.

What is your dream job?
My dream job is to go on tour with
musicians. I really want to be a
backup dancer or choreograph music videos to bring more dancing
back into some videos. [I would
love] to go on tour with Beyoncé, so
fingers crossed!
jwittich@chroniclemail.com
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New Cornell study shows consumers may overly trust graphics

EDDIE DIAZ
Assistant Sports & Health Editor
AN OCT. 16 study from the Cornell
University Food and Brand Lab has
found that consumers may be too
trusting of graphics accompanying
medical products.
The study reveals that graphs or
formulas accompanying medical
information can lead consumers to
believe products are more effective.
Participants were shown information about a new medication
that is said to enhance immune

function and reduce the occurrence
of the common cold. Participants
were randomly assigned to two
groups, one of which was shown a
graph with the information, while
the other was not.
More than 96 percent of the
participants in the group that was
shown the graph believed the medication would effectively treat illness. In the group that did not see
a graph, that number decreased to
roughly 67 percent of the participants who thought the medication
would reduce their illness .

Aner Tal, researcher for the Lab
and co-author of the study, said
numbers can make a product seem
more official.
“When I was giving academic presentations in grad school, I
was always encouraged to include
graphs in them,” Tal said. “Part of
the reason for that is because some
people are more visual thinkers,
and it’s easier for them to process
information when you give it in a
graph, versus verbally or in numbers. But I had intuition that part of
that might [be] because you somehow look more serious when you
have figures and graphs and tables
with numbers in them and so on.”
The graph that participants were
shown contained no new information about the medication but simply gave a figure and showed separate columns for drug and control
groups, with a 40 percent reduction
in incidence of illness between the
two groups.
Tal said the results show that
numbers are just one of several factors that can affect a consumer’s
trust in a product.
“Numbers, pictures that look
scientific [and] scientific-sounding language can all have an effect
because they signal to people that
the source of the information is
credible, basically,” Tal said. “They
tell someone that this information
comes from science, in a way. So
[the graph numbers] makes it more
real or trustworthy.”
Tal also said although the num-

bers on labels does often translate
into increased product trust from
consumers, it is not the biggest
component.
“If you’re looking at brain images,
then it makes sense that that information wouldn’t be acceptable to
everyone because you need to have
some background,” Tal said. “When
it comes to a graph that’s easily
readable, it’s not necessarily a question of education. It’s just, ‘What
does the presence of that element
say to you?”
It is not just visual information
on medication that is making consumers feel more comfortable,
though. An Aug. 17 Motley Fool
article stated that labels like “gluten-free” or “all-natural” make
shopping difficult for consumers
because the standards are not as
exacting as most consumers believe
them to be.
Kate Merkle, a registered dietitian, said reading ingredients can
help combat faulty labels.
“I [oftentimes] guide my clients
to review the ingredients list,”
Merkle said. “That can be a nice
indicator. When the ingredients
list is as long as their arm and they
can’t identify a lot of the ingredients, that’s a really easy indicator
that [something] isn’t a whole food
[and] probably isn’t the healthiest
choice to be eating daily.”
Merkle also said it is important to
teach people how to shop because
most grocery stores are set up the
same and knowing which sections

ADLER.
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Psychology + Counseling

The Adler School is founded on an important idea: Our health resides in
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scholarships available.

our community life and connections. This is what drives our ground-breaking

to avoid can help consumers.
“In every grocery store you go
into in the whole U.S., the perimeter is where you’re going to find the
whole foods—your meats, your proteins, your fruits and vegtables—”
Merkle said. “The insides of the
aisles are going to be more of your
packaged, boxed foods. Just getting
people to open up their eyes of how
the grocery store is laid out is a really helpful piece to getting their
behaviors to change.”
Judy E. Manisco, a licensed dietitian and nutritionist, said she does
not feel that faulty labels are the
biggest problem facing food consumers but rather the portion sizes.
“The problem is that portions in
restaurants and fast food are too
big,” Manisco said. “Even the soda
portions. I think when you go into
restaurants, [the portions] are double what they should be eating.”
Manisco also said it is important
that parents teach their kids early
on how to properly eat healthy and
which foods to consume.
“I think that children—as soon
as they are able to comprehend
and absorb and really think of it
as something fun—should all be
taught in grade school about nutrition,” Manisco said. “But the biggest thing is about the parent. If the
parent is not doing [it], it’s really
going to be difficult for any child at
home to stick [to eating health] and
have success with it.”
ediaz@chroniclemail.com
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xx YOUTUBE

Continued from Front Page

Naslund said he thinks there is
still a strong negative stigma attached to severe mental illness and
he did not expect to see people so
comfortable sharing their experiences on YouTube.
“When people have an illness, it
might be hard to actually find people who have had a similar experience,” Naslund said. “The Internet
can offer a platform [where] you
can actually find people.”
Stuart Grande, a postdoctoral fellow at the Dartmouth Institute for
Health Policy and Clinical Practice
who helped conduct the research,
said he was surprised that so many
people turned to YouTube to learn
about their conditions because the
site is generally viewed as a place
for humorous entertainment.
Thomas Horter, a freelance musician from Dallas, said he has been
diagnosed with bipolar disorder
and uploads videos to his self-titled
YouTube channel discussing topics
ranging from his experience having
the disorder during college to the
specific medications he takes.
Horter said when he was first
diagnosed, he did not understand
what he was going through and used
YouTube to hear other people’s stories about psychosis to make sense
of his own experiences. He said he
posts videos to provide the same
support to others who might be
confused about their diagnoses.
“Now that I’m better I’m able
to share that story from a stable
mind,” Horter said. “It has helped

some people who are going through
the same thing.”
Horter said he receives messages
from viewers thanking him for his
videos and sharing their own experiences living with bipolar disorder.
According to Naslund, using social media to seek peer support is
not exclusive to YouTube, and similar communities can be found on
other social media sites.
Horter said he is also involved in
support groups on Facebook that
help him connect with others who
understand his illness.
Grande said although there are
risks associated with sharing such
personal and private details on
public platforms like YouTube, it
was unexpected to see how few negative responses the videos received.
“My experience is that when people go onto YouTube, they swear or
name-drop, and it’s just a place for
people to lose their minds, but we
found the opposite,” Grande said.
According to Naslund, 5 percent
of the 3,044 comments analyzed
were inappropriate, and other users would immediately come to
the defense of the video when they
were posted, highlighting the sense
of community and support among
people who use YouTube as means
of gaining a better understanding of
their mental illnesses.
“People with severe mental illnesses are not being supported in
the ways they want to be supported, so they’re finding ways to build
those support systems for themselves [online],” Grande said.
jwittich@chroniclemail.com

xx SUGAR

Continued from PG. 11

“The hippocampus is necessary
for episodic memory, the memory
we use in our daily lives,” said Rebecca Burwell, a professor in the
Department of Cognitive, Linguistic and Psychological Sciences at
Brown University, referring to the
brain structure associated with
memory. “Spatial memory is like a
special case of [episodic memory].
It’s almost a model for it.”
According to Burwell, episodic
memories incorporate places into
memories and associate them with
specific times. In the Barnes maze,
the animal is using a cognitive-spatial map that has other elements
hooked into it, episodes that are different but share similar elements
that link them together.
“If you remember where you
were on your birthday, memories
from the same place might be triggered,” she said. “But it could also
trigger other birthdays or memories of the people you were with. It
doesn’t have to be a spatial link.”
Kanoski said although the behavior of the mice that ingested either
the fructose or sucrose was significantly worse than that of the control group, he suspects the impairment would not be as profound as it
would be in a mouse that had physical damage to its hippocampus.
In an April 2012 study published in the Journal of Physiology
and co-authored by Fernando Gomez-Pinilla, professor of neurosurgery and integrated biology and
physiology at the University of Cal-

ifornia at Los Angeles, it was found
that rats fed a high-fructose diet for
six weeks experienced detriment in
many systems important for brain
function. Gomez-Pinilla said this
effect was amplified by a deficiency
of omega-3 fatty acids in the diet.
“The significance is that people
need to think about the whole diet in
terms of how to combine nutrients
for better outcomes,” Gomez-Pinilla said. “The types of memory being
affected are connected to disorders
like Alzheimer’s disease.”
Gomez-Pinilla said the establishment of a baseline metabolic
syndrome in the body causes the
brain and the body to operate at a
deficit and is significant considering that in 2012, the average American consumed nearly 30 pounds of
HFCS, according to the Economic
Research Service.
Researchers from USC also noted that the HFCS group showed
increased levels of certain inflammatory proteins produced by cells
in the hippocampus to regulate
immune responses compared to
the control group. However, insulin
levels were elevated for both sweetener-exposed groups of young mice.
“[In follow-up studies,] we hope
to look at whether the type of sugar is an important factor in mediating these effects,” Kanoski said.
“We want to see if the results can
be programmed and they will be if
the sugar stimulus is removed later in life and determine the impact
of consuming added sweeteners
during adolescence.”
mgreen@chroniclemail.com

xx FIRE

Continued from PG. 11

organization deserves a good deal
of the credit for the attendance
numbers this season.
“[The organization] went out
of [its] way to triple [its] marketing budget this year,” Stanton said.
“The advertising campaign they
built this year went a long way to
remind people that it is a very inexpensive, fun atmosphere to be a
part of.”
The Fire captured the MLS Cup
in 1998—its first season in existence—but has not hoisted the trophy since then despite multiple
playoff appearances.
Stanton said owner Andrew
Hauptman has prevented the Fire
from being a top, complete club
with his failures to make a splash in
the transfer window.
USMNT superstar and Sunderland striker Jozy Altidore is rumored to be leaving his club in January and could return to the MLS.
Altidore would join Sounders midfielder Clint Dempsey and Toronto
FC midfielder Michael Bradley in a
wave of USMNT superstars leaving
Europe for the MLS.
Stanton said landing Altidore
would be huge for the Fire.
“We could really use a guy like
Jozy,” Stanton said. “Not only does
he get you on the league poster
again, he gets you in the league
commercial again. You need to
market it as the Fire, as the third
biggest market in MLS.”
ediaz@chroniclemail.com
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NOVICE

SOUS CHEF

GURU

Mummy Dogs

INGREDIENTS

1 8-oz. can crescent roll dough
1 package large all-beef franks
1 package sliced cheese
1 cup vegetable oil
Ketchup or yellow mustard

INSTRUCTIONS

LOU FOGLIA

1. Preheat oven to 375 F.
2. Form two triangular pieces of crescent
dough into a rectangle by placing them
together and cut horizontally into 10
quarter-inch strips.
3. Slice cheese into quarters and wrap
around middle of hot dog.
4. Wrap four dough strips around hot dog
and cheese.
5. Place on greased cookie sheet and bake
for 12–14 minutes or until golden brown.

Photo Editor
I HAVE A strong appreciation for fall

and the festivities that accompany
it. However, I often struggle to develop a creative yet delicious dish
when I am pressed for money and
time. These spooky “mummy dogs”
are a fun way to add Halloween
flair to a party on a college budget.
Bring them to a friend’s Halloween
party or quickly make a few for
hungry roommates on Halloween
night. These Hallo-wieners are
sure to keep the spirit of the holiday alive.
One will find that the mummification process is relatively straightforward—30 minutes is all the time

10 OUT OF 10

SANDWICH
LOVERS

PREFER EATING

JIMMY JOHN’S

OVER NOT EATING

SERIOUS

DELIVERY!
©2013 JIMMY JOHN’S FRANCHISE, LLC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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needed. Everything I used in this
recipe was a generic brand. It saved
me money, and my friends loved the
mummies just the same.
First, preheat the oven to 375 F
and unroll the crescent dough onto
a cutting board. While the oven
is preheating, take two triangular
pieces of dough and form them into
a rectangle. Cut them horizontally
into 10 quarter-inch strips. It is OK
if the cuts are not perfect because
they will be the bandages of the
mummy. The more jagged the sliver, the spookier the mummy.
Next, cut standard slices of
cheese into quarters and wrap
them around the center of the hot
dog. Spice things up with pepper
jack cheese or keep it simple with

Lou Foglia THE CHRONICLE

traditional cheddar. I usually use
all-beef franks with this recipe, but
turkey dogs or veggie dogs can be
substituted if need be.
Next, wrap four strips of dough
around the hot dogs and cheese in
a random fashion. Be creative and
make sure to leave about a half inch
of room for the condiment face on
top. Place the uncooked mummies
on a greased cookie sheet and bake
for 12–14 minutes or until the crescents are golden brown. Remove
from the oven carefully—these
sarcopho-guys and gals will be hot!
Plate the mummies accordingly and be sure to add a ketchup or
mustard smile.
lfoglia@chroniclemail.com
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Bastille, Grizfolk stun Aragon audience
GINA SCARPINO
Assistant Arts & Culture Editor
POP BAND BASTILLE and rock new-

comer Grizfolk stole the hearts of
thousands of fans at their electrifying sold-out show on Oct. 21 at
the Aragon Entertainment Center,
1106 W. Lawrence Ave.
Grizfolk, an up-and-coming rock
band based out of Los Angeles and
Stockholm, Sweden, opened the
show with confidence and vibrant
pop-rock songs that brought the
crowd to its feet. The band formed
in L.A. in 2013 after two Swedish
producers met a singer/songwriter

from Florida whose musical vision
was similar to the one they were
looking to create.
The band ran on stage bursting
with energy, opening the set with
“Waiting for You” and “The Struggle,” two songs off of its EP From
The Spark, released Feb. 25 by
Virgin Records.
Each instrument blended together to create a strong cohesion that
ignited a charged response from the
elated audience.
“This is our first time in Chicago, sing with us,” said lead singer
and guitarist Adam Roth before,
launching into “Vagabonds.”

Throughout the show, Roth
consistently belted out strong vocals and had the crowd screaming,
“We’re still vagabonds” back at him
with great spirit and conviction.
The band closed its 40-minute set
with a powerful rendition of its
most popular song, “Hymnals,”
which made the crowd go crazy.
One thing was made incredibly
clear as Bastille took the stage 35
minutes later: The band has developed a massive following of dedicated fans throughout the last year.
Bastille formed in London in 2010

xx SEE BASTILLE, PG. 29
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(Left to Right) Adam Roth, Sebastian Fritze and Bill Delia of Grizfolk rocked the Aragon Entertainment Center on Oct. 21.

Klosterman speaks candidly at Columbia
SPENCER HALL

Assistant Arts & Culture Editor
WHEN MANY ASPIRING writers ask

Kelly Wenzel THE CHRONICLE
Chuck Klosterman is the author of nonfiction books such as “Sex Drugs, and Cocoa Puffs” and “Fargo Rock City.”

a favorite author how to make it
as a writer, they receive the usual
answers. When famed bestselling
author and magazine columnist
Chuck Klosterman answers, he tells
them to prepare to compromise, but
stay true to their interests.
Klosterman spoke at the college’s
Poetry and NonFiction Reading
Series Oct. 21 to share his tips to
becoming a successful writer in the
age of digital books.
Known for his bestselling books,
which include “Sex, Drugs, and
Cocoa Puffs,” “Downtown Owl”
and “Fargo Rock City,” Klosterman
drew laughter from the packed audience at the 33 E. Congress Parkway Building after reading an essay from his 2005 nonfiction book,
“Killing Yourself to Live.”
In addition to his published nonfiction books and novels, Klosterman has also been a prolific columnist in the sports and pop culture

spheres, delivering his personal
take on matters he cares about
most. He has been published in
GQ, Esquire, Spin, The Washington
Post and The A.V. Club.
“All you can really do is write
about what is personally interesting to yourself,” Klosterman said.
“The things I write about are just an
extension of things I am interested
in. If you make yourself watch, or
listen to, or read something, your
experience shifts.”
The series, hosted by the Creative Writing Department’s MFA
Nonfiction program, included a
Q-and-A with Sam Weller, an associate professor in the Creative
Writing Department, following
Klosterman’s reading from “Killing
Yourself To Live.” Weller and Klosterman discussed how to make it as
an author in the age of digital books.
Klosterman spoke about the importance of standing up for one’s
own writing and being proud of
one’s own work.
“This is a crucial thing to remember for anybody here who wants to

write books: You’re going to have to
make some compromises with your
writing,” Klosterman said. “It does
not matter how many books you
end up selling or what kind of reviews you get or what happens with
your career. Eventually, nobody’s
going to care about your book except one person—you.”
Klosterman said he knows that
people generally look down on specific aspects of popular culture that
are viewed as uncool or alternative,
but he said it is detrimental not to
talk about what you enjoy.
“‘Bad taste is good taste,’” Klosterman said, quoting one of Dave
Hickey’s 1997 essays in “Air Guitar: Essays on Art & Democracy.”
“‘Good taste is just the residue of
someone else’s privilege.’ If you
have really good taste, it means that
people taught you how to be smart
about art. But if you have bad taste,
that means it’s yours.”
Joshua Young, associate director
of Creative Writing at Columbia

xx SEE CHUCK, PG. 29
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He loves me, I love him not
WHY DO WE always want what we

Psychology revealed that single
women were more attracted to
men that were already in relationships as opposed to the men who
were single. Does this mean that
women appreciate the chase—a
challenge—and that we are more
attracted to what is unavailable?
The men that we want are the ones
who are out of reach, while the
available men who treat us well are
too easily shrugged off.
Do we want Range Rovers, Birkin Bags and Chanel sunglasses because we know that we can’t have
them? Is that why it is so common
to lust after them?
Maybe women’s minds work the
same when it comes to men and
retail. However, what I do know
is that chasing after unattainable
men will only lead to disappointment. If they are unavailable now,
who is to say they will suddenly
snap out of their aloofness in
the future?
Let’s face it: After we chase these
unavailable men—and possibly
catch them—we are going to find
out that they are still bad texters,
bad communicators, bad at being
available and just bad for us
in general. Men should do the chasing, women should not.

Acknowledge and appreciate
the one who is willing to work for
your attention and treat you right,
and chances are they will continue
to impress and surprise you in the
near future.
While the study said that as a
woman, I may be naturally inclined
to go after the unavailable man,
that behavior stops here. As American novelist Stephen Chbosky once
said, “We accept the love we think
we deserve.” Do I deserve kissy-face emojis and good morning
texts? Yes.
The right guys are worthy of
attention, and the wrong ones deserve to stay in the friend zone.
As for my true first loves, Prada
and Louis Vuitton, I’m still on a
hot pursuit.
ncraig@chroniclemail.com
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NICOLE DIESCHBOURG
senior fashion studies major
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“The piece is from my
‘Theory & Practice’ class.
The assignment was
to create a zero-waste
garment. We were given
saris, which [are] about six
yards long, from the Eye on
India Completion.”

Lou Foglia THE CHRONICLE

can’t have?
I would love to have more Prada,
Gucci and Chanel, but those designers are out of my price range,
and that is why I can’t have them.
But how do you explain continuing
to want a person who is unavailable
or out of reach?
I could be seeing two different people and they could have
physical, emotional and spiritual
attributes that I admire. However,
one of them tends to like me more
than the other, which usually tends
to be the one I favor less.
The guy who should be winning
in my book is sending me kissy face
emojis and good morning texts, but
he is taking a back seat in my mind
to the guy who can only muster up
the time to respond to my texts a
full 24 hours later.
It seems unfair that my attention
is going to the guy who has not
earned it. I understand why I can’t
have Louis Vuitton everything, but
I can’t comprehend why I want
a man who dares to give me less
attention than I deserve rather
than the one who actually meets
my requirements.
A 2009 study published in the
Journal of Experimental Social

JAELEN WYLIE

Freshman fashion studies major
WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO BE FOR HALLOWEEN?
“Marilyn Monroe.”
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CYRUS STOWE

Freshman cinema art + science major
WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO BE FOR HALLOWEEN?
“I’m still thinking about it. Maybe Edward Scissorhands.”

DHWANI RAJANI

Freshman fashion studies major
WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO BE FOR HALLOWEEN?
“I don’t know yet.”

DONTAE JONES

Freshman music major
WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO BE FOR HALLOWEEN?
“A hippie.”
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Young Patriots’ notes from the underground resurface
BAXTER BARROWCLIFF
Arts & Culture Editor
THE YOUNG PATRIOTS Organization,

a Chicago political group from the
1960s, is resurfacing in the city after years of invisibility.
Originally based in Chicago’s
Uptown neighborhood, the organization, which grew out of a radical
project of the Students for a Democratic Society, Jobs or Income
Now, is gaining notoriety with the
new nonfiction book “A Step into
America: Radical Organizing in Uptown, Chicago.” The book, which is
an ongoing project, is being edited

by Bill Keniston, an author and the
nephew of a Young Patriots member, under the pen name Taylor
Sparrow, with help from Young Patriot’s founding member, Hy Thurman, and other activists from the
Civil Rights Movement. According
to Thurman, a documentary is also
being produced along with an exhibit set to be hosted at Columbia in
November 2015.
Thurman started the project after the 2011 release of Amy Sonnie
and James Tracy’s book “Hillbilly
Nationalists, Urban Race Rebels,
and Black Power: Community Organizing In Radical Times,” and

Courtesy BILLY KENISTON
Posters from Jobs or Income Now, an activist group from the ‘60s which helped to keep the poor in their homes.
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Thurman said he was inspired to
write his own version of the history.
“The book essentially came about
when I started writing my vision of
the history of the Young Patriots,”
Thurman said. “I started doing that
a couple of years ago, and it was initially going to be my book.… I had
asked [Keniston] to help me edit
and clean it up so I could publish it.”
Keniston, who also authored “A
Problem of Memory: Stories to End
the Racial Nightmare,” was brought
in to help flesh out the material
based on the advice of his uncle,
who said he thought Thurman’s
work merited more than just a single chapter in Sonnie and Tracy’s
book, Keniston said.
As the pair was working on the
book, they realized the story would
be better if it was told through the
voices of other people involved, and
they thought people would be more
apt to open up if Thurman was
aboard, Keniston said.
“We both started to feel that the
piece will be better if it includes
other stories,” Keniston said. “I
think it’s going to be like six to 10
different stories from people who
were in different parts of this set of
movements and projects [over the
course] of 10 years in Uptown. The
movement itself produced a huge
amount of material.”
The objective behind the book,
as well as the tentatively planned
documentary and exhibit, is to relay an accurate description of an

overlooked part of Chicago and the
nation’s history.
“It’s a forgotten history that really hasn’t gotten published until
this point because most of our records have been sealed for 25 years,
but they’re open now,” Thurman
said. “It’s a unique story, and it’s
not fabricated because it’s exactly
what happened, you know? It was
the government turning on its own
people at the time.”
Jakobi Williams, an associate
professor in the Department of African American and African Diaspora Studies at Indiana University,
said members of groups like the
Young Patriots Organization and
the original Rainbow Coalition are
overlooked in the legacy of activism
in America. Williams said he held
a symposium at Indiana University for the 45th anniversary of the
founding of the Rainbow Coalition,
not to be mistaken with Jesse Jackson’s Rainbow/PUSH organization.
in March to shed more light on
these forgotten groups.
“They are footnotes in history,”
Williams said. “There’s a long legacy of the kind of work and activism
that they were doing that we as a
popular society are unaware of.”
Williams said these groups are
notable for their methods of fighting racism, police brutality and
housing discrimination.
“[Chicago was] then and still is
the most racially [and] residentially segregated city in America,”

Williams said. “So you get these
southern, white migrants, confederate flag-wearing white boys from
the South joining forces and taking
leadership from these black youth,
the Black Panther Party. It blows
folks’ minds.”
Williams said the efforts put
forth by the Rainbow Coalition can
still be seen in America today.
“For instance, when [Barack]
Obama was elected president, the
mainstream media was talking
about this ‘new phenomenon,’ the
way in which Obama was able to
bring these coalitions together,
[but] it’s not a new phenomenon,”
Williams said. “It’s not by accident
that the first black president that
comes out of Chicago uses these
coalitions. These folks had entrenched this kind of politics way
back in the 1960s.”
Both Thurman and Keniston said
they hope the book, along with the
other efforts to keep the story of the
Young Patriots alive, will serve as a
guide for younger generations who
choose to participate in politics.
“There’s something about imagination and what we are willing to
believe might be possible...” Keniston said. “His invitation of ‘Go
ahead, take a step into America, try
to find a way to engage with people
totally marginalized...’ there’s very
little of that that I see happening
right now.”
bbarrowcliff@chroniclemail.com
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Surviving the big pay off
WRITTEN BY MARIA CASTELLUCCI & MATT MCCALL
DESIGNED BY CASSIDY JOHNSON
never have paid off his student loans if he hadn’t had his debt consolidated.
Upon graduating in 2008 from Rollins College
in Winter Park, Florida, after receiving a bachelor’s
of arts in music composition, he owed $40,000–
50,000 in private and federal student loans. At the
time, he was working at 7-Eleven and a Millworks
furniture construction factory, operating heavy machinery. He worked mornings and attended school
in the evening. On the side, Harrison did live sound
gigs for clubs in the Orlando area. After defaulting
on his first two payments, he received a letter that
told him his student loan debt had been consolidated. Now, instead of paying three different lenders he
pays only one, and at a lowered interest rate of 4.2
percent. Before his consolidation, Harrison’s interest
rate on his private loans was 11 percent.
“Doing my own calculations, even making the
minimum payments for the loans wouldn’t [pay for]
all the interest,” said Harrison, who currently works
at a call center in Chicago. “It would have been at a
point where I just said, ‘Forget about it.’”
With the rising cost of higher education, it is more
important than ever for students to understand their
repayment options. Knowledge is power in terms of
loan repayment, and it assures students that they
can take charge of their debt responsibly after graduation. Despite these options, the cost of college is
still a massive burden. To combat that, many activists
and lawmakers are working to keep the issue on the
front burner.
Beyond loan consolidation, the government also
offers seven common student loan repayment plans

RUSSELL HARRISON MIGHT
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for paying off obligations in a way that works best
for the debtor.
“What you need to do before you incur the debt
is figure out how you’re going to pay it back,” said
Mark Kantrowitz, senior vice president and publisher of Edvisors.com, a tool for college students and
families. “Unfortunately, too often, the students ignore it. They say, ‘I’ll figure out how to deal with it
after I graduate.’”
For students that do not plan and monitor their
student loans before beginning their college careers,
the debt accumulated can be astronomical. Compounded with academic challenges, debt can adversely affect health.
In 2013, anthropology professors Thomas McDade from Northwestern and Elizabeth Sweet
from University of Massachusetts, Boston surveyed
8,400 young adults ages 24–32 to analyze how
debt affects mental and physical health. They found
that people with higher student loan debt had an 11.7
percent increase in stress, a 13.2 percent increase in
depression, poorer self-reported health and higher
blood pressure than those without.
Sweet said while the study did not solely focus on
student debt, it is a likely stressor for that age group.
She said students are too focused on taking out
loans, rather than thinking about how they will pay
for it later.
“The potential consequences are not really in the
forefront of our minds because we’re dealing with
the immediate issue,” Sweet said. “It’s so accepted
in our society [to] have debt in some way. Not only
do we not personally think about the consequences,

but I think we decided those consequences aren’t
something we’re that concerned with.”
Yet tuition rates continue to spiral and debt follows. According to the U.S. Department of Education, college tuition increased 241 percent between
1982–2012. In 1982, the average cost of attendance
at a four-year university was $9,554. In 2012, the average cost of attendance was $23,066, which is the
latest data available. Columbia’s tuition was $21,200
for the 2012–2013 academic year, which is $12,516
less than the average tuition of private universities
in 2012.
John Harvey, a professor of economics at Texas
Christian University, said he thinks it makes little
sense to burden students with cripplingly high debt.
The U.S. can afford to make a college education
more affordable or even free, he said.
“We certainly have the resources to have a class
of people not currently producing, but simply sitting
in a classroom, who will later be very productive citizens,” Harvey said. “We’ve made the cost [of college]
prohibitive.”
Fortunately, there is more than one way for students to climb out of the hole. The government offers
several repayment plans that fit specific needs.
They include: the Standard Plan, the Graduated
Plan, the Extended Plan, the Income-based Plan, the
Pay As You Earn Plan, the Income-contingent Plan
and the Income-sensitive Plan. Whichever program
a person qualifies for depends on his or her financial
situation. There are also three main loan forgiveness
plans sponsored by the government, including public
service, the military and teaching.
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THE OPTIONS
STANDARD REPAYMENT PLAN
This is the standard plan, which will put graduates on
the fast track to paying off their debt within 10 years—
but with higher monthly payments. Two-thirds of all
direct loan borrowers were on this plan, as of June 2013.
“The Standard Plan is optimal in the sense that you
don’t want to be in repayment for more than 10 years,”
Kantrowitz said. “Anything longer than 10 years is a sign
of financial difficulty. If you go from a 10-year term to a
20-year term, you are cutting your monthly payment by
one-third, but you are more than doubling the interest
you pay over the life of that loan, and you’re going to still
be paying your own student loans when your children
are enrolled in college.”
“The Standard Repayment Plan is optimal if you have
the employment [and can] sustain that kind of payment
for 10 years,” said Terrence Banks, a student debt
counselor at Clear Point Credit Counseling Solutions.
“Is that normal? No. Not in this economic climate.”

EXTENDED REPAYMENT PLAN
In this plan, borrowers pay off their debt over 25
years at a lower rate than the Standard or Graduated
Repayment Plans. However, additional interest builds
up. To be eligible for this plan, students must have taken
out at least $30,000.
If encountering long-term financial difficulty—say a
borrower’s current income is insufficient to pay those
monthly payments under standard repayment—usually
students will look for the repayment plan that yields the
lowest monthly payment, and that is either going to be
Extended Repayment or one of the repayment plans
based on income.
“The extended repayment plan does not count
toward loan forgiveness,” Banks said. “There are certain
programs that you may be eligible for loan forgiveness.
That is one disadvantage from it ... but the idea is the
monthly payments are lower than standard repayment
plan, and of course another disadvantage is it’s longer.”

INCOME-BASED REPAYMENT PLAN
Payments are 15 percent of the graduate’s monthly
income and are readjusted each year based on changes
in income and family size for up to 25 years. To be eligible
for this plan, graduates must have loans that exceed their
income by 15 percent in the Standard Repayment Plan. If
after 25 years graduates do not default on any payments,
they may be eligible to have all remaining debt forgiven.
For graduates that work in public service, they could have
that remaining debt forgiven in 10 years.
“The Income-based repayment plan is a 25-year
payment plan in the worst case,” Kantrowitz said. “If
your loan exceeds your income, you may be repaying
your loans for Income-based Repayment for the full 25
years, and that could have a cascading impact on other
priorities— you may not be able to buy a home.”
“It is affordable for most borrowers to pay,” Banks said.
“The drawback is the negative amortization that goes
along with it,” which refers to the increase in the balance
owed, when payments are less than accrued interest.

PAY AS YOU EARN REPAYMENT PLAN
The Pay As You Earn Payment Plan is the newest plan,
created in 2011, with the lowest monthly payment, but it
is not available to everyone under current rules. As with
the Income-based Repayment Plan, graduates must be
eligible. However, monthly payments are capped at 10
percent of the graduate’s income. This is not applicable
for students who graduated before 2011.
“President Obama has proposed expanding the
eligibility to everyone,” Kantrowitz said. “It’s unclear
if that is actually going to happen as of right now. If
you don’t qualify for Pay As You Earn payment, you do
qualify for Income-based Repayment, so one of those
two is going to be the option.”
“You could receive loan forgiveness after 10 years
under the Public Service Loan Forgiveness program,”
Banks said. “The drawback is the amount of interest
may be higher than the Standard Repayment Plan.
They also have a negative amortization rate.”

INCOME-CONTINGENT REPAYMENT PLAN
If graduates do not qualify for the Income-based or
Pay As You Earn repayment plans but still want to
keep monthly payments low, the Income-contingent
Repayment Plan allows borrowers to pay off loans
using either a 12-year or a 25-year plan. Students pay
income tax on the debt that is forgiven after 25 years.
“The IRS will get a 1099C from the federal
government, and that will report the canceled debt as
though it were income to you, and then you’ll have to
pay taxes on that unless you’re insolvent,” Kantrowitz
said. “The IRS does have special rules if the borrower
of canceled debt is insolvent. You have to apply for it,
and you can potentially get that debt canceled, so it’s
not a panacea.”

INCOME-SENSITIVE REPAYMENT PLAN
This plan is an alternative to the Income-contingent
Repayment Plan and is only available for up to five
years after graduation. Monthly payments are based
on annual income, and payers decide the percent of
the loan they want to pay, but it must be within 4–25
percent of the payer’s annual income. This is an option
for low-income borrowers.
“Income-sensitive Repayment is not available in
the direct loan program, so it’s not really an issue for
most borrowers these days,” Kantrowitz said. “There
is Graduated Repayment.”
“Typically speaking, in one lifetime, you might
have a job loss,” Banks said. “So that can have an
impact in terms of the 10-year time frame.”

GRADUATED REPAYMENT PLAN
This is as quick of a repayment as the Standard
Repayment Plan, but instead of paying at a fixed
rate, payments start low and increase every two years
to match the increasing income of borrowers. With
the advent of the Income-contingent Repayment
Plan in 1993, the Graduated Repayment Plan has lost
popularity because it is less convenient.
“It came before the repayment plans that were
based on income,” Kantrowitz said. “It was an
attempt to have the monthly payments correspond
roughly to the changes in your income. Parent
PLUS are not eligible for the Income-contingency
repayment plan. Therefore, they want something
more like the Graduated Repayment Plan. It’s their
best option.”
“You will likely pay more in total interest than on
the Standard Repayment Plan,” Banks said. “Another
drawback is the payments may not count towards
loan forgiveness.”

T
F
I

he standard repayment, the most popular
plan among borrowers, is used by nearly 10
million people. Odds are that the majority
of students will use this plan to pay off their debt.
or the purpose of illustration, a hypothetical
recent graduate makes an annual salary
of $50,000. If enrolled in the Standard
Repayment Plan, he or she will pay off his or her
debt in 10 years by making 120 monthly payments.
f he or she qualifies for a different loan
repayment plan, by presenting financial
difficulty, the length of the loan schedule will
be elongated, allowing him or her more time to
repay the premium and accrued interest, which
may be possible at a lower rate. More time means
a possible increasing income, which means more
stability to pay back the loans and lower likelihood
of default.

W

ith a debt of $29,400, the average for
American college graduates in 2013,
the debtor would have to pay a monthly
payment of at least $245. However, this does
not take interest into account, which can add
thousands of dollars to the amount over time.

For those who find careers in public service, government-paid jobs that serve people living in a certain area,
loans can be forgiven to amounts up to $50,000. Loan
forgiveness is available for full-time public service workers who have paid their loans for at least 10 years and
have a remaining balance. Some public service jobs
with lower salaries, such as teaching, can cut back on
payments even more by combining public service loan
forgiveness programs with an Income-contingent or
Income-based plan.
Joining the military can also knock out a substantial
chunk of debt. For example, enlisting as officers in the
National Guard after college can allow people to have
as much as $50,000 forgiven. The U.S. Army will provide up to $65,000 in additional compensation toward
federal student loan debt. Each branch of the military
offers a different program.
Before students incur debt, it is important to determine how they are going to pay it back, Kantrowitz said.
But too often, the students ignore it or believe any education debt is good debt because it is an investment in
the future.
“The problem is, too much of a good thing can hurt
you,” Kantrowitz said. “You should pay attention to the
paperwork you’re signing … and then at that point decide: Is that a reasonable amount of debt?”
Kantrowitz said students should borrow no more
for their college education than their expected annual
starting salary. For example, if students expect to earn
$40,000 a year, based on their degree, they should borrow no more than $10,000 a year—ideally a lot less. If
students borrow more, Kantrowitz said they are going
to struggle to make payments under Standard Repayment and therefore will need an alternative repayment
plan. Choosing a less expensive institution can benefit
students for this reason because the impact on their lifestyle following college is reduced.
“Think of this as being the difference between getting a good car and a bad car,” Kantrowitz said. “Do
you want to drive a Yugo, one of these really inexpensive
cars, and be driving it for a decade or more, or do you
want to be driving a Toyota Camry?”
Understanding repayment options is essential. Columbia’s Office of Student Financial Services give letters
to graduating seniors referring them to StudentLoans.
gov, the federal loan government site, which outlines
repayment options, said Pearl Natalie, director of outreach education and financial planning of Student Financial Services at Columbia. After graduation, financial advisors will reach out with a phone call to alumni,
reiterating the importance of contacting a federal loan
servicer to discuss repayment options.
Before disbursing loans, the federal government also
requires all students to sign the Master Promissory Note,
a legal document binding students to their loans and
incurred interest, and complete an entrance counseling
application that ensures they understand their loans and
repayment options. It is not required for new students to
meet one-on-one with the college’s financial advisors.
Despite all the repayment options, higher education
is still prohibitively expensive and growing more so.
Natalia Abrams, executive director and co-founder of
StudentDebtCrisis.org, is a graduate of the University
of California, Los Angeles. She was inspired to start her
organization after the tuition at UC colleges increased
32 percent in 2009. Many of her friends were forced to
drop out after tuition increased, she said.
Abrams said the most important thing young people
can do to decrease their student loan debt is to seek
change at the highest level and back candidates who
support student loan reform.
Sen. Elizabeth Warren’s (D-Mass.) Bank on Students
Emergency Loan Refinancing Act, which failed to pass
the Senate in June, would allow graduates to refinance
their loans at a lower 3.86 percent interest rate. President Barack Obama backed the bill and urged the Senate to pass it.
“This already affects 40 million Americans, and that
doesn’t take into account those who are filling out their
FAFSA forms right now,” Abrams said. “We would say
listen to your legislators and see if they’re on the side of—
as Elizabeth Warren puts it—billionaires or on the side of
borrowers. We’ve recently had the student loan debt-refinancing bill. See how your representatives voted in that
and if you care about student loan debt, use that to help
guide your political decisions.”
MCASTELLUCCI@CHRONICLEMAIL.COM
MMCCALL@CHRONICLEMAIL.COM
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DIY punk rock photographer
merges music, pictures
GINA SCARPINO
Assistant Arts & Culture Editor
RYAN LOWRY, A Chicago-based pho-

tographer and musician, released
his first photography book, “Two
Years,” on Oct. 17.
Although he originally delved
into photography using only film
cameras to shoot, Lowry said he
now uses both film and digital cameras and does not favor one method
more than another.
“I think my digital looks like film,
and whenever I shoot film, I’m just
annoyed that I shot film,” Lowry
said. “Everyone is always asking me,
‘Film or digital?’ To me it doesn’t
matter. It’s still a photograph.”
In addition to photography, Lowry has also been involved in the
do-it-yourself punk scene in Chicago. Because he grew up attending
hardcore and punk shows throughout the city, Lowry said his interest in music influences a lot of his
photographic work.
“The intensity of punk and hardcore music finds its way into my
work,” Lowry said. “There’s confrontational moments in [my work.
Music] was a big part of my life for a
long time, so I somehow figured out
a way to show that through a different creative outlet.”
Lowry became interested in photography at age 12 when he asked
for a 35-millimeter camera for
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Christmas. He said his parents told
him he had to take a photography
class if he got the camera, so he took
classes at a local community center
for the next six years.
Through the punk scene, Lowry
was introduced to Leor Galil, a music journalist at the Chicago Reader. Galil said he helped Lowry gain
exposure in the editorial community when he started considering editorial work with his photography.
“I passed his [photos] on to the
art department at the Reader and
pushed to have him do photos for
one of my stories,” Galil said. “I
really like his style. It’s super easy
working with him.”
Galil said Lowry’s photography
is very active and even when his
subjects are posing, he is able to
make them look organic and spontaneous. For the 2013 People issue of the Chicago Reader, Lowry
photographed Nnamdi Ogbonnaya,
a drummer, to accompany Galil’s
article. Galil said Lowry made the
drummer feel at ease.
“Lowry has a great way of capturing people in their element as they
are living,” Galil said. “He does a
great job of showing people in a different light—very human and very
exciting at the same time.”
Lowry said “Two Years” was a
project that started out very loosely
organized. He said he always had an
interest in photography books and

decided to put one together that captured a two-year period of his life.
“I wanted to go through the process of just making an object available and public,” Lowry said. “It’s
kind of personal, but the book isn’t
about it being personal for me. It’s
about how it can be relatable for
other people and how they can be
related to photography.”
The process of creating the book
began in June 2014 and continued
on until September. There was a lot
of editing and adding new photos
until the book was ready for the first
proof to be made, Lowry said.
“I would make black-and-white
mock-ups and then seeing a proof
made up made me see the layout
differently,” Lowry said. “I got four
or five different proofs because I
kept changing things. The printer
definitely thought I was insane. I
was also asking my peers to look at
it without telling them what they
should think and just trying to see
how other people felt about it.”
Morgan Brill, who designed the
cover for Two Years, said she thinks
the book is important and beautiful.
The book was carefully considered
and the reader is pulled into a world
that no longer exists for Lowry or
anyone else in the book, Brill said.
Lowry said he titled the book
“Two Years” because it documents
his “crazy experiences” and how
his life has changed in that period

Kaitlin Hetterscheidt THE CHRONICLE
Local photographer Ryan Lowry enjoys taking pictures of anything that inspires him, which shows in his first-ever photography book, “Two Years,” released Oct. 17. Lowry’s art combines his love for music and photography.

of time. The title also gives a sense
of rhythm to the book, but it is loose
enough that anyone can apply their
own narrative to it, Lowry said.
There is no specific message that
Lowry wants readers to take away
from “Two Years,” he said. Instead,
it is meant to be an adventure from
which readers can take away whatever they want.
“It’s hard to tell someone to look
at photography and tell them what

they should take away from it,”
Lowry said. “Whenever you look at
anything, you’re automatically applying your own personal narrative
to it. It’s silly to [tell people], ‘Oh,
you’re looking at this and you’re experiencing this.’ It makes it harder
for people when they think they’re
supposed to get something out
of it.”
gscarpino@chroniclemail.com
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Parlor Pizza Bar all identity, little substance
SPENCER HALL
Assistant Arts & Culture Editor
WHETHER IT IS Gino’s East or Pizzeria Uno, Chicago is a city known for
its pizza. The city’s signature deepdish style put Chicago on the map as
a top destination for the cheesy delicacy. But not every pizzeria lives
up to the city’s reputation, and such
is the case for Parlor Pizza Bar, 108
N. Green St., a neighborhood eatery
that opened in early September.
Founded by the LGN Group, the
entity behind Near North Side Chicago hotspots Stout Barrel House
and the Cedar Hotel, the restaurant focuses too much on its concept rather than its cuisine. From
the serving staff—all young women

dressed in red flannel shirts, blue
skinny jeans and bright red Vans
shoes—to its club-like atmosphere
featuring dark lighting, pounding
music and close-quartered seating,
Parlor Pizza Bar caters more to the
Chicago hipster scene than it does
to curious foodies.
Michael Bisbee, managing partner of the LGN Group and previous
owner of River North nightclubs
RiNo and Manor, turned his eyes toward the restaurant business with
Parlor Pizza Bar. His background
shows, as the clubby restaurant is
dimly lit and has an ambience that
makes it impossible to enjoy a meal
and converse with other patrons.
The restaurant’s appetizers, referred to as “pre-pizza,” range from

the fried or grilled calamari ($12) to
the Nacho Bites ($9), which include
barbecue pork, black beans, avocado and chipotle cream. Parlor’s signature appetizer, the The Craziest
Bread ($11), included button-busting house beer bread topped with
garlic, mozzarella, shallot, scallion
cream, parmesan cheese, pepperoni and cherry peppers. Although
the appetizer looks like a bit much,
it makes for a tasty starter.
While the restaurant does manage to hit the mark with some
items, such as the wood-fired Marinara Pizza ($9), the same could not
be said for other dishes. Although
tasty, the Margherita Pizza ($10)
was not margherita at all. The
entree turned out to be a regular

cheese pizza with extra leaves of
basil sprinkled atop it.
The menu at Parlor Pizza is
semi-expensive. The Frites ($6)
may make for a delicious appetizer,
but the Fried Smoked Mozzarella
($8) is really not worth the money.
The starter is served with a choice
of Sriracha honey mustard, chipotle ranch and parlor marinara sauce.
Despite fried mozzarella hardly
ever being disappointing, this starter dish does not satisfy thanks to its
overly-smoked taste, which overpowers other the flavors.
While the restaurant’s food was
not top-notch, Parlor’s aesthetic
design was definitely eye-catching.
With its full-length bars—one for
alcohol and another directly beside

the pizza ovens—the restaurant can
accommodate more than 125 customers at a time in its trendy dining
hall filled with hardwood floors and
several flat-screen televisions on
every wall. Parlor Pizza makes for a
nice place to take some time while
watching the Chicago Bears struggle every Sunday.
Parlor Pizza Bar’s location and
atmosphere make it a fun place for
young Chicagoans to hang out and
catch a football game, but the food is
nothing special. With so many other choices for incredibly delicious
pizza throughout the city, Parlor
Pizza Bar is just another notch in
the ever-expanding belt of Chicago.
shall@chroniclemail.com

Kelly Wenzel THE CHRONICLE
Parlor Pizza Bar, 108 N. Green St., located in Chicago’s West Loop, serves up the basics of every pizzeria with its own special twist. The Fried Smoke Mozzarella misses the mark. The Parlor’s Marinara and Margherita pizzas keep it simple and make for a delcious entree for one or more.
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French World War I illustrations march
into public eye at University of Chicago

Courtesy TERI J. EDELSTEIN
“En Guerre” features André Helle’s “Batterie/Charge” from his book “Alphabet de la Grande” from 1914–1916.

BAXTER BARROWCLIFF
Arts & Culture Editor
THE UNIVERSITY OF Chicago will be
commemorating the 100th anniversary of the beginning of World War
I with an exhibit titled “En Guerre:
French Illustrators and World War
I” at the Special Collections Research Center Exhibition Gallery,
1100 E. 57th St., through Jan. 2.
“En Guerre,” which derives its
name from a book on display in
the exhibit by French illustrator
Charlotte Schaller, is curated by
Teri J. Edelstein, an art historian,
and Neil Harris, professor emeritus in the History and Art History
departments at U of C. The exhibit
features work produced entirely
by French illustrators from shortly before to just after World War I,
which was fought from 1914–1918.
The collection is made up of pieces from both Edelstein’s and Harris’ personal collections, as well
as a few pieces from collections

at Brown University and the University of Pennsylvania as well as
another private collector.
Edelstein said the exhibit has
been in the works for nearly four
years and despite its coincidence
with the 100th anniversary of the
war, Edelstein and Harris had no
special interest in the event when
collecting the illustrations.
“This year is the centenary of
the start of World War I,” Edelstein said. “Neil Harris and I have
collected for many years, [and] although World War I was not anything of particular emphasis of
ours, we noted that there were a
great many important works that
were published about [the war] by
important illustrators.”
Most of the illustrations in
“En Guerre” were a byproduct of
French patriotism during the war
rather than official commissions,
Edelstein said.
“None of this is official,” Edelstein said. “None of this was done

for the [French] government. None
of it is officially propaganda. It’s all
propagandistic. It’s all about the
war—not all of it is positive. Some
of it is critiquing the war, but absolutely none of the pieces in the
exhibition were commissioned by
the government.”
Shannon Fogg, associate professor in the History Department at
the Missouri University of Science
& Technology, said the nations of
Europe were so patriotic and willing to go to war because there had
not been a war in Europe since the
Napoleonic wars, which was about
100 years earlier.
“[Going to war] was actually not
that surprising for most European
nations in 1914,” Fogg said. “They
knew that war was coming and a
lot of young men went to war very
enthusiastically and were sent off
with the support of their families. It
was seen as a great adventure.”
Ara Merjian, associate professor of Italian Studies and an affiliate of the Institute of Fine Arts
and Department of Art History at
New York University, said France
had a “coalescence of illustrated
magazines” during the war, and the
magazines became an outlet for
both illustrators and artists of the
avant-garde movement.
“A number of these [French] journals were on the same position of
the spectrum politically,” Merjian

said. “Whether in terms of French
nationalism or a more pacifist internationalism, as there was with
poster design … there was a certain
permeability and mutual influence
between a number of the cartoonists and satirist and the members of
the French avant-garde.”
Edelstein said despite some of
the illustrators creating great pieces following the war, many of these
artists remain unknown.
“Very few people know about
these artists,” Edelstein said. “Even
my colleagues at the Art Institute

who are experts in the field of early
20th century French art have never
heard of these artists.”
Along with giving exposure to the
illustrators and their work, Edelstein said she and Harris wanted to
educate people about World War I.
“We wanted people to know
more about the war,” Edelstein said.
“We wanted people to know more
about these illustrators, so both of
[those] were very much a desire on
our part.”
bbarrowcliff@chroniclemail.com

Courtesy TERI J. EDELSTEIN
Charlotte Schaller’s 1914 “En guerre!”—French for “to war”—was loaned to the exhibit from a private collector.
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Picking the brain of Dodos’ Meric Long
that because I wanted to get to this
heavy sound through another way.
Finally, just like anybody does, you
plug in an electric guitar and put on
distortion and it’s immediately satisfying. I’ve finally given in. As long
as it keeps certain elements that
I think are very “me,” and the way
that I write, as long as it has that,
it will continue to go heavier…. The
other thing it has to have is some
rhythmic element that’s interesting
to me.

MATT MCCALL
Features Editor
MERIC LONG IS a compulsive songwriter, and his output as frontman
for the Dodos, an indie-rock guitar
and drums duo, has been nothing
short of prolific.
Since the pair’s 2007 debut with
Beware of the Maniacs, the band has
released four full-length albums,
their latest being 2013’s Carrier.
The band is set to release its next
album some time in 2015.
Long said he finds his artistic
voice somewhere between the
mind and heart. His mathematical
fingerpicked guitar style complements his introspective and anecdotal lyrics set to the tribal beats
of drummer Logan Kroeber. Over
the years, the band has shifted from
acoustic guitar to electric guitar
based music but has not lost the intensity of its sound.
On Nov. 1, the band will preview
a couple of new songs at SPACE in
Evanston, Illinois.
The Chronicle chatted with Long
about the new songs off his upcoming album, the band’s ever-changing sound and Long’s fascination
with rhythm.

THE CHRONICLE: What do the songs
that you will be previewing at SPACE
sound like?
MERIC LONG: Unfortunately, I

don’t know how much we’ll be previewing because we’ll be playing
as a duo, and we actually haven’t
really had the time to try [to pull]
those songs off as a duo. In terms of
the songs, we will definitely play a
couple. A lot of the songs, I think, go
back to an earlier time in our band’s

When did you develop such an interest in rhythm?

the same song. Am I just rewriting
the same song? But at this point, if
I don’t keep doing it, I’ll get really
sad. Even if this band stops, I’ll always write songs.

A really influential moment in
my life was when I tried to learn
non-Western traditional music, like
Balinese gamelan and West African
music. I had a very short stint with
it, but it really changed my whole
understanding of music. I used to
enjoy math and I never really got to
fulfill that. This is a way for me to do
math. Figuring out how things come
together, but in different timings,
that s--t’s my favorite. Everything
to me sounds like a drum. Every element in a song is just a chance to say
something rhythmically.

Have you consciously changed your
sound over the years or has it happened organically?

You’ve drawn comparisons to Animal
Collective’s weird-pop sound. Does
pop influence you?

Overall, there has been a push in my
entire career and life to just go harder and go heavier. I feel like if I go
heavier, it’s a good direction. With
each record, the intention was always to play harder music. The only
thing is I didn’t want to play heavier
music that was just plugging in an
electric guitar and turning on distortion. I had so much resistance to

I grew up on total Top 40 in the ‘80s.
It’s shaped my sense of melody,
which is probably why I write pop
songs still. [I try] to take something
which is mathematically or rhythmically weird and fit it in the context of a pop song. It feels like you’re
accomplishing something.

Courtesy BRENDAN BOURKE
Meric Long (left) and Logan Kroeber (right) plan to release the Dodos’ next album in 2015, which Long said is a return to the band’s original guitar and drums aesthetic.

history and the sort of simple dynamic between just having guitar
and drums, whereas on the last record, we spent a lot of [time] kind of
trying to get away from that just to
change it up.

want to say,’ and just find that connection. Because we had a band,
and me personally as a songwriter,
putting in a lot of time trying to fix
whatever it was, this record was
kind of the payoff from that.

What are you exploring in these new
songs and what inspired them?

You have put out five albums in seven
years. Is it difficult to keep writing at
that pace?

Lyrically, I didn’t put much thought
into this record. I think on the last
record I really wanted to make each
word count. I felt a little disconnected in my lyrical writing before
doing Carrier, so doing that record
for me was a lot of homework. [It
was] a lot of, ‘I’m going to sit down
and really try and figure out what
it is I want to say or what I think I

No, [not] as long as there’s a new
thread to latch onto. I’m always
writing songs. I feel terrible if I’m
not writing songs, even if they’re
terrible songs. Sometimes I find
myself rewriting the same song five
times over or even more. I actually
question that a lot with the Dodos
because I feel like we just rewrite

mmccall@chroniclemail.com

“Middle school jams”
Kyra Senese, Managing Editor

Gina Scarpino, Assistant Arts & Culture

SUGAR, WE’RE GOIN’ DOWN Fall Out Boy – 2005
MISERY BUSINESS Paramore – 2007
JAMIE ALL OVER Mayday Parade – 2007
ONE, TWO STEP Ciara – 2004
HOLLABACK GIRL Gwen Stefani – 2004

STACY’S MOM Fountains of Wayne – 2003
THE WAY WE TALK The Maine – 2007
HUM HALLELUJAH Fall Out Boy – 2007
FALL FOR YOU Secondhand Serenade – 2008
IN TOO DEEP Sum 41 – 2001

Matt McCall, Features Editor

Carissa Degen, Assistant Campus Editor

DROWN Smashing Pumpkins – 1992

2005
SMELLS LIKE TEEN SPIRIT Nirvana – 1991
OHIO IS FOR LOVERS Hawthorne Heights – 2004

WELCOME TO MY LIFE Simple Plan – 2004
WITH ME Sum 41 – 2007
ALWAYS Blink-182 – 2003
MONKEY WRENCH Foo Fighters – 1997
THE MIDDLE Jimmy Eat World – 2001

Eddie Diaz, Assistant Sports & Health Editor

Abbas Haleem, Copy Editor

GET JIGGY WITH IT Will Smith – 1998
ULEASH THE DRAGON Sisqo – 1999

WHAT I’VE DONE Linkin Park – 2007
LOSE YOURSELF Eminem – 2003
ANIMAL I HAVE BECOME Three Days Grace – 2006
HEADSTRONG Trapt – 2002
DIARY OF JANE Breaking Benjamin – 2006

4 WORDS (TO CHOKE UPON)

Bullet For My Valentine –

DIRT OFF YOUR SHOULDER Jay-Z – 2003
WARRIOR Lloyd Banks – 2004

CRY ME A RIVER Justin Timberlake – 2002
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Thursday, Oct. 30

Cold War Kids return ‘home’
COLD WAR KIDS, the Long Beach,

California, band most widely
known for its 2006 full-length debut
Robbers & Cowards, released its latest album Hold My Home, Oct. 21.
Long-time fans of the Kids hold
tightly to the 2006 album’s fan-favorite “Hang Me Up to Dry,” and
other hits including “Hospital Beds”
and “We Used to Vacation.” But
many of those long-term fans are
expressing disappointment in the
much anticipated Hold My Home,
claiming it is lackluster and pales
in comparison to the intensity found
on earlier albums.
After the music video for the
album’s lead single “All This Could
Be Yours” was released on Aug.
26, distraught fans—the same fans
who expected the video to kick off
what they hoped would be an album
similar to the band’s debut nearly
10 years ago—criticized the song
and the accompanying video, saying the video was reminiscent of a
Calvin Klein advertisement, with its
forcefully chic aesthetic appearing
more similar to a commercial than
a music video.
The single has also been compared to mainstream music among
the likes of U2’s Songs of Innocence,
with upset listeners deciding that
Hold My Home sounds over-produced and too polished.
As someone who loves the raw
sounds of early hits like “Hang Me
Up to Dry,” it is a fair assessment
that the Oct. 21 release sounds a
little too pretty and polished for
long-time fans to embrace it, leaning more toward a pop album than
that of an indie rock band.
While it seems that most who
viewed the “All This Could Be Yours”

music video completely missed the
empowering undertones the band
meant for the song to convey, the
overall message is undermined by
how unfamiliar the song sounds as a
whole when compared to previously
celebrated releases.
Despite the criticism from
fans and receiving many negative
reviews, the album is not without
its successes.
Cold War Kids take the road often
traveled on “First,” analyzing the
pitfalls of romantic relationships,
but doing so with equally catchy and
honest lyrics: “First you get hurt/
then you feel sorry/ First you get
close/ then you get buried.”
“Go Quietly” seems to be the newest fan favorite, which isn’t a surprising consensus as the song lends
itself to earlier releases like those on
Robbers & Cowards much more than
any of the other songs on the newly
released album.
Vocalist Nathan Willett truly
flaunts his vocal range and ability
for the first time in the song, and the
band as a whole finally sounds comfortable, cohesive and passionate
amidst a group of songs that mostly
feel like the band is striving to be
something it just isn’t—something
the band’s listeners are not seeking
out either.
Hold My Home brings another
surprise in “Harold Bloom,” which
serves as a shout out to the literary
critic and Yale University professor
of the same name. The thought-provoking song happens to be one of the
album’s few hidden gems, slowing
down the pace of the album while
simultaneously increasing its emotional intensity.
Those fans who are too weary

DRY THE RIVER
Schuba’s
3159 N. Southport Ave.
8 p.m.
$18, 18+

Monday, Oct. 27

NUDE BEACH

THE MAINE

Subterranean
2011 W. North Ave.
8 p.m.
$10

Bottom Lounge
1375 W. Lake St.
6 p.m.
$20

Monday, Oct. 27

to warrant the album a listen at
all are not completely irrational.
The feeling of disappointment one
feels when a beloved band’s sound
changes is arguably understood on
a universal scale, and is something
that must be taken in stride.
As hard as it can be to adapt to
change, true fans of the Kids may
have to accept that the sound off
Robbers & Cowards may have been a
fluke, as none of the band’s releases
following its 2006 debut have
quite hit the mark since. However,
Hold My Home does not stray too
far for long-time fans to enjoy its
bright spots, and there are certainly
enough standout songs to make it a
worthwhile listen.
Long-time fans may be uncomfortable with the band’s evolution
away from its debut sound, but the
latest album seems to be grabbing
the attention of new fans, reaching
a broader audience of listeners and
prolonging the band’s livelihood.
ksenese@chroniclemail.com

Friday, Oct. 31

Friday, Oct. 31

SAN FERMIN

FREAKY DEAKY

Metro
3730 N. Clark St.
8 p.m.
$17, 18+

Aragon Entertainment Center
1106 W. Lawrence Ave.
8 p.m.
$39.50, 18+

Tuesday, Oct. 28

Saturday, Nov. 1

BEAR’S DEN

FOUR YEARS STRONG

Lincoln Hall
2424 N. Lincoln Ave.
8 p.m.
$14, 18+

Bottom Lounge
1375 W. Lake St.
5:30 p.m.
$17-65

Wednesday, Oct. 29

Saturday, Nov. 1

AMERICAN AUTHORS

THE CONTORTIONIST

Metro
3730 N. Clark St.
6:30 p.m.
$19

Beat Kitchen
2100 W. Belmont Ave.
5:30 p.m.
$13, 17+

Thursday, Oct. 30

Sunday, Nov. 2

TWIN PEAKS

ALT-J

Lincoln Hall
2424 N. Lincoln Ave.
7 p.m.
$14

Riviera Theatre
4746 N. Racine Ave.
7:30 p.m.
$38.50

Comics from Columbia’s
best and brightest.
Edited by Chris Eliopoulos
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‘Whiplash’ leaves it all out on drum set
JOSH WEITZEL
Film Critic
PASSIONATE ARTISTS WILL do whatever it takes to perfect their craft
and be the best at what they do.
But while they will be motivated
to push themselves, what happens
when artists are pushed past their
limits and the physical and emotional tolls become too great to
move forward? In his second film,

“Whiplash,” writer and director
Damien Chazelle explores where
these boundaries lie in the story of
an aspiring jazz musician, and the
result is a thrilling film about the
exploration of ambition.
Andrew (Miles Teller) is a young
jazz drummer who dreams of being
one of the greats. He attends one
of the most prestigious music conservatories in the country and soon
finds himself in the conservatory’s

IMDb

top jazz band, led by a perfectionist
director Fletcher (J.K. Simmons).
Fletcher continuously pushes Andrew to go beyond what is expected
of him, going so far as to berate and
even physically abuse his students
to force their best performances
out of them. Andrew’s life begins to
fall apart as he struggles to prove to
Fletcher and himself that he is capable of being a great artist.
Simmons, known for smaller
roles in films such as “Spider-Man”
and “Juno,” gives a riveting performance as Fletcher. Simmons imbues the character with a ferocious
presence on screen. Watching him
tear down his own students is both
exciting and frightening. He is a
master of mind games, repeatedly
luring Andrew into a false sense of
security before tearing him to pieces. There is a deep fire and passion
behind Fletcher’s eyes, and it is difficult to imagine anyone else in the
same role.
Although Fletcher’s demanding
teaching methods are a bit extreme,
they prove effective. He insists on
nothing short of perfection and is
not afraid to throw a chair when annoyed or slap Andrew to keep him
from rushing the tempo. Fletcher’s
philosophy is based on one of his
lines in the film: “There are no two
words in the English language more
harmful than ‘good job.’” He sticks
to his principles.
Teller, who had his breakout
role as Sutter in the 2013 film “The
Spectacular Now,” puts his heart

FANCY A FREE WAX?
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and soul into Andrew. While socially awkward, he is never unsure
of himself or his goals. Teller did all
the drumming in the film himself,
sometimes sweating and bleeding
onto the drum set. When Fletcher
demands more sweat and blood,
Andrew gives more. He sacrifices his relatives, sanity and health,
putting all of his time into practicing until he is forced to plunge his
bloody, aching hands into a bowl of
ice water.
The editing and cinematography
are just as impressive as the performances, working in tandem to
match the musical tempo of each
scene. The pace goes from quiet
and dramatic moments to the intense jazz-filled performances.
Scenes begin with wide shots that
gradually move closer to the actors
and the instruments. The energetic
drumming is complemented by fast

cuts between the characters and
other musicians, which masks any
imperfections in the actor’s instrumental performances.
The movie’s comedic elements
balance out its intensity. Fletcher is
a master of insults and has no problem throwing one out after another
at anyone who rubs him the wrong
way. On the first time he makes Andrew cry, he calmly asks, “Are you
one of those single-tear people?” It
is sometimes a bit difficult not to
laugh when Fletcher is being verbally abusive to his students.
“Whiplash” is a film that will
keep the audience on the edge for
the entire 106-minute duration.
With Simmons and Teller’s exquisite chemistry, “Whiplash” will undoubtedly be turning heads of musicians and filmgoers alike.
jweitzel@chroniclemail.com
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xx BASTILLE

xx CHUCK

after singer/songwriter Dan Smith
decided to turn his music into a
full-band project, and the group released its debut album Bad Blood on
Sept. 3, 2013 from Virgin Records.
The British natives stormed the
darkened stage amid a wave of static sound and exploded into its opener, “Things We Lost In The Fire.”
The stage was fully equipped with
a theatrical design, including a large
triangle-shaped screen—recognized
as the band’s logo—and a flashy
light show.
The violent drumbeats bounced
off the walls as the band went on
to play “Weight of Living, Pt. II”
and “Laura Palmer.” Smith leapt
around the stage, flailing his arms
as he danced along with the crowd.
Between songs, Smith excitedly
gushed to the crowd, “This is completely insane.”
Halfway through the set, Bastille turned to an unreleased song,
“Blame,” which will be on a second
album set to drop next year. The
new tune had a much heavier rock
influence compared to those on the
first album and the crowd loved every second of it.
With Smith running around the
stage and pounding his fist on his
chest to the heavy beat of the drums,
there was never a dull moment. But
even when the band slowed things
down with “Skulls,” the crowd remained fully engaged as they lit up
the venue with their lighters and
cell phones. The sea of cell phone

and a coordinator for the reading
series, said speakers like Klosterman offer a different perspective
on what it is like to be a professional writer because he made his
own path to becoming a successful
working author.
“The biggest thing is that students have access to these writers,”
Young said. “Students need access
to these writers to see what they’re
like outside of the pages of the book.
Our reading series prides ourselves
on diversity of readers. We get to
see people doing a bunch of different types of writing.”
Young said he was particularly
excited about having Klosterman
speak at the school because he gave
a different and more personalized
take on the craft.
“We really want our students
to see these writers and their process and to be able to talk to them,”
Young said. “Chuck’s kind of a rockstar, so it was really cool to get him
to read and do a live Q-and-A. Our

Continued from PG. 17

Continued from PG. 17

Lou Foglia THE CHRONICLE
Dan Smith, frontman of Bastille, kept the energy high Oct. 21 as the band entertained a sold-out crowd at the
Aragon Entertainment Center, 1106 W. Lawrence Ave.

flashlights backlit Smith’s low, sultry vocals, creating a magical ambiance for the crowd.
“In case you haven’t noticed, we
have some incredibly depressing
songs,” Smith said as he set up in
front of a keyboard and started the
opening chords of “Oblivion.”
When the tempo picked up with
“No Angels,” the crowd responded
enthusiastically, jumping higher
and singing louder. The band responded with crisp, cohesive “Oh’s”
during “Icarus,” complementing the
deep percussion line in the song. At
the end of the set, Smith threw on a
gray hoodie and leapt off the stage,

running through the crowd and up
a few flights of stairs to the balcony,
where he paced around chanting
the lyrics to “Flaws.”
Bastille returned for a three-song
encore with “Get Home” and “Of
the Night.” Grizfolk returned for
the last song of the night, “Pompeii,” to help chant the iconic “Eheh-o, eh-o’s” that ring throughout
the song. The audience passionately sang every word to the popular
tune and screamed louder than ever
as Bastille triumphantly trotted off
the stage at the end of the song.
gscarpino@chroniclemail.com

series have always been pretty big,
but it’s never been that big, so it was
really great to see.”
Colin Petersen, a senior journalism major, said he was particularly
excited to see one of his favorite authors in person.
“I remember when I read ‘Downtown Owl’ for the first time in high
school,” Petersen said. “It was the
first time I was like, ‘Oh, somebody
else thinks about this stuff in the
way that I do.’”
Petersen said during his time
in high school, when he first started reading Klosterman’s work,
he could relate to somebody that
thought differently from his peers.
“I love football and music, and
there was really nobody else in my
school that liked what I did,” Petersen said. “You either had one
or the other, and I didn’t really get
along with either group. Then I
read [‘Downtown Owl’] and his other writings, and I realized that there
was a whole series of these people
like that out there.”
shall@chroniclemail.com
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Sam Weller and Chuck Klosterman discuss making it as a writer during a Q-and-A with the bestselling author.
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BLOG: “Afterglow: Lightsuit
segment”
Not everybody would describe skiing as “awesome.” However, Philips
Ambilight just upped the game forever by equipping
two Alaskan skiiers with LED suits and setting them off
down snow-covered hills in the dark and capping it
off with slow-motion filming. The grace and spectacular loneliness of the scene gives skiing additional
cool points.
Check it out at: https://www.youtube.com/user/OutVIDEO: Fly Art Productions
Museums with traditional 19th-century paintings are usually silent, turning
many visitors’ experiences with the art into an intellectual experience. Fly Art takes those paintings and gives
them some 21st-century emotional heft by tacking
hip-hop lyrics onto the images. Sometimes it’s irreverent, sometimes crass and sometimes thoughtful, but
never predictable.
Check it out at: http://flyartproductions.tumblr.com/.

REASONS WHY I SHOP AT ZARA

THINGS MY PEERS SAY AND DO

Quality: The quality of Zara’s clothing is phenomenal. From
the materials used to originality, Zara is the best place to
shop. Zara’s clothes, unlike other fashion brands, don’t
shrink when you wash them.

“My computer deleted my homework”: Computers
do not delete homework, people delete homework—if you
actually did the homework in the first place. Stop wasting
everyone’s time explaining why you do not have your presentation ready and just delete yourself from this class.

Unique style: Zara’s designers have their own unique
style that separates them from leading retail fashion brands
such as H&M, Topman and Forever 21. This unique style
allows you to find an outfit for every occasion. A-list celebrities have been seen all over the world wearing Zara’s clothing. If A-list celebrities wear Zara’s clothing at important
events, then you know the clothes are worth every penny.
Fit: Zara is the perfect fit for me. Since Zara is a foreign
brand, its sizes make it easier to find the best size for my
suits, pants and shirts. I know a lot of tall people who complain about Zara’s clothing not being long enough for them,
so this makes me even happier.
Location: Since there are several Zara retail locations in
Chicago, it makes it easier for me to find clothing that everybody else is not wearing. When you step inside Zara, you
know you have entered their world. From the music being
played to the smell of the cologne, Zara has worked hard
in branding themselves as a stand-out fashion company.
Price: A lot of people complain about Zara’s pricing,
but it is not that expensive. If you want quality clothing
then you will need to expect to spend some money on
it. Their pricing is average, with a normal pair of jeans
costing $80 and $250 for a suit. Zara also has seasonal
sales so that you can find trendy clothing of quality for a
reasonable price.

Bring an entire meal into class: This is not a dinein theater. You are here for class. This is not the place to
eat a 10-piece boneless meal from Wingstop. The smell
is making everyone hungry, and I do not think I have ever
heard someone eat as loudly as you do, so bring a smaller
snack next time.
“Can we get extra credit?”: College is hard. So is
doing homework, but asking for extra credit to do something as easy as turning your paper in a day early just
makes you look needy. You were not too busy to do your
homework because I am sure your “Recently Watched” list
on Netflix would say otherwise.
“I have been so busy lately, I’m exhausted”: That
is adorable, but when someone asks you, “How are you?”
and you constantly tell them you’re exhausted, I begin to
question if you are actually super busy or if you just get
tired easily. In either case, coffee is available.
Fail: Do you know how much this school costs? You just
failed a class that deals specifically in learning about
coupons. Do yourself a favor and quit wasting everyone’s
money, be it a bank loan, your parent’s or a scholarship.
The fact of the matter is you obviously do not deserve
that money, so how about we just give it back and call
it a day?

Klaudia Sekura Marketing Consultant
REASONS I’M EXCITED FOR WINTER
SNOWBOARDING
Fun for friends and family: Snowboarding is something that all my friends can do and it makes winter seem
shorter than it really is. The rides never get boring and the
time goes by before you even know it. When you are snowboarding, a lot of the time you don’t have much control and
that makes it interesting because you never know what is
going to happen.
The wardrobe: Next to shredding the slopes, what is better than getting a new outfit? Every year, there are plenty
of new designs to choose from. As pricey as snowboarding
gear can get, I can never resist a new outfit. Stylizing winter
accessories is one of the best parts about this sport and,
there is always a fun mixture of styles for those who board
and even those who ski.
Speed: Who can dislike the adrenaline rush of going
fast? Whether it is a roller coaster or a skateboard, with
snowboarding, you are right on the ground feeling and seeing every inch of the mountain, the jumps, the boxes or
the half-pipe.
Never gets boring: There are an endless amount of places to snowboard on every continent at any time of the year.
The sky is literally the limit! There are heli-ski trips that are
beyond anything you can imagine, from crazy heights to tree
lines on glaciers before dropping below into the trees.
No better way to spend your Christmas break:
Being in the snow and mountain air just feels like Christmas and there is no better way to spend Christmas
than knowing there is a ton of fresh powder waiting for
you outside.

Kelly Wenzel THE CHRONICLE
Pond, a psychedelic rock band from Perth, Australia, rocked the house Oct. 23 at Lincoln Hall, 2424 N. Lincoln Ave. After stopping by Chicago along its European and U.S. tour, the band will head to St. Paul, Minnesota, for an Oct. 25 performance at the Turf Club.
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No– just... no.

Uhmmm, WTF?

It’s whatever.

I can dig it.

YAAASS!

“Miss Julie”

“Cristela”

“The Golden Era”

“PANCAKE APES!”

The long-anticipated remake of a romance set
in Fermanagh in 1890, “Miss Julie,” starring
Jessica Chastain and Colin Farrell fell short of
expectations. This beloved classic was slow to
start and seemed a bit dry even with director
Liv Ullmann’s brilliant touch. — K. Wenzel

As much as I love having a Latina starring role
in a primetime TV series, this show is way too
similar to the George Lopez show. It brings
back the stereotypical Latino comedy that everyone is used to. But “Cristela” still brings her
own humor, which is funny. — C. Sánchez

“The Golden Era,” a film following the life of
famous writer Xiao Hong, featured beautiful
cinematography and poetic, lush Mandarin language with English subtitles. The detailed plot of
her romances and struggles made it too long,
causing my butt to fall asleep. — T. Walk-Morris

Of all the entertaining videos I’ve watched on
YouTube, Pancake Apes has been one of the
best. This guy uses batter to create pancakes
looking like apes, and apparently there’s a series of these. It’s probably the greatest way to
kill time. — C. Degen

NBA Game Time App

Ampy

Daddy Long Legs

Smart Launcher 2

As a huge Bulls fan, I’m deeply affected when
I miss a game. This app lets me track games
live and see scores and updates of every play.
It has the highlights of every game right at your
fingertips after every game. I recommend this
to any true basketball fan. — A. Aghayere

Ampy is a new wearable charging device created by three Northwestern University engineering students. Any physical movement provides
clean energy to charge your phone or other
USB compatible devices. You can store up to
a week’s worth of energy for later. — C. Johnson

The goal is simple—put one foot in front of
the other and stumble as far as you can. This
game is both addicting and infuriating, so you
cannot stop until you beat your high score. The
game also lets you know which attempt you’re
on so you’ll know your own failures. — A. Cannon

This app is a new redesign of the smartphone
user interface for Android users. It creates
different tap functions and reorganizes your
phone applications. It is unnecessary because nothing is faster than users knowing
where their apps are. — C. King

“Woman” by The 1975

“Stay With Me” by Kelly Clarkson

Hesitant Alien by Gerard Way

“What You Need” by The Weeknd

“Woman” from The 1975’s Facedown EP has
been playing on my iPod non-stop. Its haunting lyrics and dizzying melody are great. After
learning that the song was about the lead
singer falling in love with a prostitute, I was
struck by its desperation. — C. Turner

Kelly Clarkson performed at Symphony Park
over the weekend and wowed the audience
with her rendition of Sam Smith’s “Stay With
Me.” I have to admit, the American Idol alumna’s performance was pretty good, and I don’t
say that often. — C. Jefferson

Gerard Way’s debut album is in a different direction for the former My Chemical Romance
frontman. A true musician, Way mixes bubblegum pop, grunge, classic rock and even some
musical theater influences, creating his own
eclectic style. — A. Cannon

The Weeknd’s “What You Need” Jacques Greene
edit from Trilogy is a perfect blend of seductive
R&B and new age electronic. There is a fair
amount of the ambient, slow tempo from the
original version on Greene’s edit mixed with an
upbeat reggaeton drum. — C. Hogan

Cosmopolitan’s November Issue

Andre 3000’s Fader Interview

Clif Bars

The man who warned Obama

I loved the career articles in this month’s Cosmo. As a soon-to-be college graduate, negotiating my salary is a scary undertaking, so it helps
to hear from career women. Also the sex confessions were enough to make readers laugh,
reminisce and blush. — T. Walk-Morris

The Fader sat down with rap genius Andre
3000 of Outkast in New York to talk about his
views on being a celebrity and his personal life.
Although he usually stays out of the spotlight,
he spoke openly about his ideas and offered
insight on Outkast’s future work. — K. Holley

I don’t normally like Clif Bars, but I decided to try
and taste the White Chocolate Macadamia Nut
flavor. Though the bar is still dry, the flavor was
not so bad. I might be able to eat another if I’m
desperate enough. If you are new to Clif Bars,
try this flavor. — K. Davis

While President Obama was voting in Chicago last week, he was in a booth next to Aia
Cooper. During the video, her boyfriend, Mike,
walked by and told the president to “not touch
his girlfriend.” Obama handled it with a sense
of humor, but Mike has major guts. — J. Boylen
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Auditorium Theatre worthy We need to recognize suicide rights
commencement substitute

AFTER HOSTING THE annual

commencement ceremony at the
Chicago Theatre for three years,
the college announced Oct. 16 that
this year’s graduation ceremonies
would be held at the historic
Auditorium Theatre at Roosevelt
University, 50 E. Congress
Parkway.
The Chicago Theater opted
not to pursue a multi-year
contract with Columbia, forcing
the administration to find an
alternative location, as reported
Oct. 20 by The Chronicle.
For some Columbia students,
taking a picture outside the
Chicago Theatre, 175 N. State
St., in their caps and gowns
was a moment they looked
forward to and the change was
disappointing news, as evidenced
by the creation of a petition
urging the administration to keep
commencement at the Chicago
Theatre on iPetition.org. Their
disappointment is understandable,
but it was the theater’s decision

not to pursue an agreement with
the college, so the administration
chose the next best venue. The
Auditorium Theatre is larger,
closer to campus than the Chicago
Theatre and is a nationally
recognized landmark.
The Auditorium Theatre is
adjacent to Columbia’s spread-out
campus. By contrast, the Chicago
Theatre is a mile away.
Also, three years is not nearly
long enough to designate the
Chicago Theatre as part of a
“tradition,” and it was unrealistic
for students to expect the location
to remain, considering the college’s
venue-hopping history.
The Auditorium Theatre,
designed by legendary architect
Louis Sullivan, is known for its
exceptional acoustics. There is
no doubt the Chicago Theatre is
iconic but the Auditorium Theatre
is just as memorable.
When it comes down to it, it is
the diploma that matters, not the
marquee on the building.
EDITORIAL CARTOON

A 29-YEAR-OLD CALIFORNIA woman

diagnosed with terminal brain
cancer made national headlines
for her decision to end her life
by taking a prescribed lethal
medication on Nov. 1.
After being given six months
to live, Brittany Maynard opted
to undergo assisted suicide— “die
with dignity”—a controversial
practice that only three states
in the U.S. permit. Maynard was
diagnosed with brain cancer
on New Year’s Day, and doctors
described her impending death to
her as inevitably painful. She then
made the decision to end her life
on her own terms and moved from
San Francisco to Oregon, one of
the few states that has an assisted
suicide program.
Maynard’s story has drawn both
support and criticism. Until faced
with a terminal illness, one cannot
begin to comprehend Maynard’s
experience and the difficulty of
making such a choice. Instead,
Maynard’s story proves that all
terminally ill individuals should
have the right to decide how they
spend their last moments of life.
“Dying with dignity” should
be legalized nationally with the
recognition that terminally ill
individuals are capable of making
rational decisions.
The three states that authorize
“death with dignity” are Oregon,
Washington and Vermont. The

states require that only residents
with less than six months to live
are eligible to undergo assisted
suicide, according to the Death
with Dignity National Center.
Before being given the lethal
medication, the individuals
are mentally assessed and
must prove they are capable of
communicating their own health
decisions. The medication is
given after two verbal requests
and one written request to the
physician. The person can rescind
his or her requests at any time,
and the medication must be selfadministered.
Considering the negative
connotation of suicide, it is
understandable that only three
states have legalized assisted
suicide. However, assisted suicide
is different in the sense that the
individual is terminally ill and
the programs assess candidates’
mental state thoroughly. Assisted
suicide provides those with
looming death the freedom to
choose how and when they will die.
People have the right to do what
they want with their body in both
life and in death.
Because only three states
legalize assisted suicide, some
physicians in other states will
educate terminally ill patients
on lethal medications “in code,”
according to an Oct. 18 NBC
website article. Medications can

be even more painful if taken
improperly. To avoid instances
such as this, assisted suicide
should be legalized nationally.
Challengers of assisted suicide
argue that by legalizing assisted
suicide, the dying will feel like they
now have a duty to die, according
to the National Right to Life, an
organization that opposes assisted
suicide laws. This mentality can
be avoided if the states legalize
it in such a way that it is only
done when it is clearly a patient’s
personal choice and they are
psychologically assessed.
This is not to say that such
treatment is suitable for everyone.
According to the Oregon Public
Health Division, 122 people were
prescribed lethal medication in
2013, but only 71 people actually
accounted for assisted suicide
deaths that year. Since the law was
passed in 1997, 752 people have
died from “death with dignity”
prescriptions, accounting for less
than 1 percent of Oregon deaths.
This option is clearly not
for everyone, but it is having it
available that is key. Providing the
dying with options allows people
to freely decide what they want to
do with their bodies. It also has the
potential to change taboo notions
of what it means to want to die: In
some instances of looming death,
it is a brave choice that anyone
should be allowed to make.
LETTER TO THE EDITOR

ALBERT WILLIAMS
Senior lecturer of Theatre & Columbia alumnus
I WAS INTERESTED to read your

cover story this week about
Columbia’s decision not to hold
commencement ceremonies at
the Chicago Theatre next spring. I
had not been aware there was any
controversy regarding the decision
until I read your story.
The Auditorium Theatre is a
magnificent space, with worldrenowned architectural design
by the great Dankmar Adler and
Louis Sullivan, including gorgeous
interior decoration, superb
sightlines and virtually perfect
acoustics.
It’s a beautiful, historic venue,
one of the world’s truly great
venues for live performance and
unquestionably the finest theatre
in Chicago.

Built as an opera house and hotel
complex in 1889, the Auditorium
Theatre is one of the crown jewels
in Chicago’s cultural life. It has
hosted events ranging from rock
concerts to opera, Broadway
tours to ballet—and yes, Columbia
College graduation ceremonies.
Columbia held its
commencement ceremony there
for several years in the 1980s—
including in 1983, when newly–
elected Mayor Harold Washington
(Chicago’s first black mayor) was
our commencement speaker. I am
delighted the college has decided
to return there for next spring’s
commencement.
Your story quoted a student
as referring to the Auditorium
Theatre as “across the street at
Roosevelt.” Though Roosevelt
University does indeed own the
building and derives considerable

income from the rich array of
events that take place there,
the Auditorium Theatre is not
“Roosevelt.” Roosevelt acquired
the Auditorium when it purchased
the Auditorium Hotel, which
houses the theatre. Nor is holding
commencement at the Chicago
Theatre a Columbia “tradition.”
The Chicago Theatre is one of
several venues the college has
used over the years, including
the Auditorium Theatre, UIC
Pavilion, Pritzker Pavilion and the
Prudential Building auditorium.
Students should not be
disappointed that they won’t be
graduating at the Chicago Theatre.
Built in the 1920s as a movie
palace, the Chicago Theatre is
a nice theatre and has its own
exciting history, but nothing else
in Chicago can compare to the
Auditorium Theatre.
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Did you catch a mistake, think we could have covered a story better or believe
strongly about an issue that faces all of us here at Columbia?
Why not write a letter to the editor? At the bottom of Page 2, you’ll find a set of
guidelines on how to do this. We want to hear from you.

—The Columbia Chronicle Editorial Board
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Spotify royalty wars stunting industry progress

JACOB WITTICH
Assistant Sports & Health Editor
OCTOBER HAS BEEN full of criticism
for the music streaming service
Spotify. A number of artists have
spoken out against Spotify’s
royalty rates, including Jimmy
Buffett, who asked at the inaugural
Vanity Fair New Establishment
Summit Oct. 8 if Spotify would
ever increase its royalties so artists
could earn more revenue.
The issue was compounded
when the company’s recently
introduced the #thatsongwhen
social media campaign—meant
to promote the service through
sharing memorable stories that
listeners relate to specific songs—
backfired as artists and fans abused
the hashtag to protest the company.
Spotify, founded by CEO Daniel
Ek in 2006, provides its users with

an extensive library of music that
can be streamed on computers,
tablets and smartphones. The
free service allows users to
stream entire catalogs with
periodic commercials between
songs, or users can stream music
commercial-free for a fee of only
$9.99 per month.
The problem is many artists
think Spotify is not paying
them enough in royalties for the
streaming of their songs, and that
the low compensation they are
receiving is devaluing the music
they put out. The royalties received
from having songs streamed on
Spotify is significantly less than
those an artist would receive from
selling a song on iTunes. However,
what artists need to realize is
that streaming services are a very
different platform from digital
music sellers such as iTunes,
which targets a different type of
music consumer, so it is unrealistic
to expect the same kind of revenue
from streaming they would receive
from sales.
Spotify does not need to
increase its royalty payments.
The streaming service’s royalty
rates are already much higher
than competing services such
as YouTube and Pandora, and
artists’ resistance to comply with
Spotify’s royalty rates is indicative
of a larger problem in the music

industry: Artists are stuck in
the past and cannot accept the
evolution of the music industry
further into the digital age.
CD sales have continued to
plummet, and paid download
sales are plateauing. Today is
a digital age of convenience in
which consumers are accustomed
to finding whatever they want,
whenever they want—for free. It is
as easy as a Google search. It just
does not make sense for people to
keep purchasing all their music
when there is a much cheaper
and more convenient alternative:
music streaming. Streaming is the
future of the industry—a reality
many are struggling to come to
terms with.
It is true that artists cannot earn
as much money by streaming their
music on Spotify as they would by
selling physical or digital copies of
their music. However, they should
recognize that another alternative
to purchasing music still exists:
illegal downloads. Rather than
whining about Spotify not making
artists as much cash as they
would like, musicians should be
celebrating Spotify for providing
essentially free music while still
making some sort of income.
Artists are viewing Spotify as
a threat to their ability to profit
as musicians, but they should
view it as an opportunity instead.

Spotify is helping to save the music
industry in an age when illegal
downloads reign supreme.
Perhaps the biggest criticism of
Spotify is that its payout to rights
holders per individual stream is
less than a penny, ranging from .6
cents to .84 cents, according to the
Spotify Artists website. That is
significantly less than the royalties
that would be earned from selling
a song on iTunes, where roughly
90 cents is left to be distributed
among rights holders for the sale of
a $1.29 single.
However, artists are not
distinguishing between streaming
profits and digital sales when
making these judgments of royalty
rates. They see that a song with
a million streams yields a few
thousand dollars and compare
that to the millions of dollars they
think they would make if they
sold a million downloads and get
disappointed at the difference.
But the fact is that streams do not
translate directly into downloads
and because someone streamed a
song does not mean that someone
would have purchased it had it not
been available on Spotify.
According to the Spotify Artists
website, roughly 70 percent of
Spotify’s total monthly revenue is
split among rights holders, which
refers to the owners of the music
on Spotify. The 70 percent is then

split among the copyright holders
in accordance with how many of
Spotify’s total streams that month
came from their song. For example,
if a song accounted for half of
Spotify’s total streams in a month,
the artist they would receive half
of the 70 percent of Spotify’s total
revenue for that month.
In other words, the more users
Spotify has, the more streams
Spotify will have, increasing the
total revenue to be split among
rights holders.
If artists truly are not satisfied
with Spotify’s royalty rates, then
they should try to work with the
company to increase its user base
and encourage their fans to stream
their music through the app.
Expanding Spotify’s user base will
lead to more streams, which in turn
leads to more royalty payments to
the artists.
The bottom line is that ondemand streaming services
like Spotify are just about as
revolutionary to the recording
industry as digital retailers like
iTunes once were. Rather than
continuing to resist Spotify,
artists should be working with
the company to allow the music
industry to grow during a time in
which both physical and digital
sales are declining.
jwittich@chroniclemail.com
STUDENT POLL

Do you think it is important for Columbia students to hear from industry professionals?
“I think it is always important to get that sense
of reality for when we get out of here. It is always
nice to have that sense of a person who is doing
what we intend to do.”
Sara Buzon senior business & entrepreneurship major

“It lets us see exactly what industry professionals are doing as opposed to being told about
what we’ll do when we eventually leave and
make it in our chosen field.”
Parker Kohl freshman science & mathematics major

“It is important because we need somebody to
look up to and kind of pave the way for Columbia
students to be successful. Some of them are
alumni, and we need to see their success.”
Chase Starks junior interactive arts & media major

Italian earthquake conviction rests on shaky ground

MAX GREEN
Assistant Sports & Health Editor
IN THE DAYS leading up to April

6, 2009, citizens of L’Aquila, a
small town in the Abruzzo region
of Italy, began feeling tremors
in the earth. However, local
seismologists determined the
shocks were not strong enough to
warrant an evacuation. This was
an unfortunate underestimation—
disaster struck when an
earthquake registering 6.2 on the
Richter scale hit the town, killing
more than 300 people.
The incorrect analysis would
come back to haunt the group of six
researchers and one government
official as they found themselves
defending their reasoning before

a jury more than two years later.
On Oct. 22, 2012, the seven
were convicted of involuntary
manslaughter, handed six-year
prison sentences and mandated by
the court to pay nearly $10 million
to the families of earthquake
victims. Their appeal began Oct.
10, 2014.
The scientists were not on trial
for failing to predict an earthquake.
They were accused of providing
citizens with “inaccurate,
incomplete and contradictory
communications” and of failing
to discuss preempting risks and
evaluate whether the activity
leading up to the earthquake
could have led to the disaster.
This statement implies that
the scientific consensus about
earthquake predictability is wrong.
Earthquake prediction is
not a firm science. The Italian
government expected a wholly
accurate forecast without
accepting the margin of error that
is built into probability.
“Mother nature is an inherently
chaotic system,” said Jennifer
Strauss, external relations officer
for the University of California,
Berkeley Seismological Laboratory.
According to Strauss, certain
earthquakes have repeatable

characteristics that allow for
some estimation of probability,
but factors of time—how long
earthquake activity has been
measured in a specific region—
limit the ability to forecast.
“We [can’t] say on this given
day, at this time, at this location,
there’s a certain probability of an
earthquake,” she said. “If you want
scientists to be making statements
about what hazard probabilities
are, you also need to have some
mechanism on the other side to
either say ‘We’re going to accept
these probabilities or we’re not.’”
No reputable scientist would
claim to be able to say with
conviction when and where a
quake is going to happen and how
strong it would be.
Earth scientists can identify
particular areas at risk of
earthquakes depending on the
amount of information they have,
according to the Geological Society
of London. Forecasts about the
likelihood of a major earthquake
in a certain area during a given
period of time are currently much
more reliable in the long-term than
predictions that deal with days
or months. The U.S. Geological
Survey states that its approach has
been to “focus on providing long-

range forecasts of the likelihood,
locations and impacts of damaging
earthquakes.” Although Italy has a
long history of earthquake activity,
based on these assessments, the
seismologists at L’Aquila would
have had better luck trying to
predict an earthquake 10 years
down the road rather than the one
that ended up being only days away.
If the Italian legal system deems
their witchhunt necessary, it
would be more sensible to blame
the officials who, based on the
analysis, made faulty claims about
the likelihood of the earthquake.
Bernardo De Bernardinis, a Civil
Protection Agency official and
one of the seven convicted men,
said that the foreshocks were
an indication of a continuous
discharge of energy and not a sign
that an earthquake was imminent.
After the earthquake occurred,
these claims came under fire as
misleading at best and completely
inaccurate at worst.
Denying the scientists’ appeal
would place the blame on the
science, rather than the policy.
The court must provide evidence
of the defendants’ intentions to
misinform officials and downplay
the risk of a seismic event when
they had no motivation to do so.

If the Italian government
does not to rule in favor of the
researchers, it could really drive
its point home by also indicting
the city’s civil engineers for
not anticipating how L’Aquila’s
antiquated infrastructure would
fare in a natural disaster. The
Italian government could also
blame the Department of Civil
Protection itself, which was cited
in an October 2010 article in the
Journal of Natural Resources
Policy Research for being
“undeniably poorly developed and
under-resourced. In short, it was
unable to cope in any way with a
major disaster.”
The seven men in question were
convicted based on an emotional
argument that overrode objective
analysis of the initial message they
intended to deliver. The burden on
government should be to prove that
the convicted men intentionally
deceived their fellow citizens
in hopes that an unpredictable
earthquake might actually occur. If
they can’t prove that, the charges
have no merit. That makes more
sense than locking them up for
not forecasting the impossible to
begin with.
mgreen@chroniclemail.com
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redefine community
BEcome A RESIDENT ASSISTANT
Step one:
attend a MANDATORY
informational meeting
located at plymouth court

sTEP TWO:
FILL OUT AN APPLICATION
online
due november 3rd
by noon

Residencelife@colum.edu
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October 20th: 1-2 p.m.
October 21st: 1-2 p.m.
october 22nd: 4-5 P.M.
OCTOBER 23RD: 4-5 P.M.
OCTOBER 24TH: 1-2 P.M.
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Public health approach may help reduce violence
JESSICA SCOTT
Assistant Metro Editor
GARY SLUTKIN, FOUNDER and execu-

tive director of Cure Violence, an
organization that is geared toward
reducing violence nationwide,
spoke at the University of Illinois
at Chicago School of Public Health
on Oct. 23 about strategies to
reduce violence.
Slutkin asserted that violence is
a public health issue. He said his
evidence-based practice approach
originated with Antonie Van
Leeuwenhoek, a Dutch scientist
who, was enabled by his improved
microscopes observed 17th century microorganisms, which led to
a more scientific understanding of
disease contagion and treatment of
formerly incurable diseases.
Slutkin, a physician and epidemiologist, said he attempts to address
violence as he would an infectious
disease like tuberculosis or influenza. He said violence should be
approached similar to the common
cold or tuberculosis—by interrupting the process.
“[People] being exposed to colds
are more likely to get a cold, [the]
flu [or tuberculosis] and as it turns
out [the same is true of ] violence,”
Slutkin said at the event. “[It] means

[violence is] capable of being transmitted—it behaves biologically. The
more of it, the more likely it gets
produced. Just like flu, the more
you’re exposed to someone with the
flu, the smaller the respiratory area,
the more the dose, the more likely
you are to show the disease. It’s the
exact same thing for violence. It’s
dose-dependent.”
Slutkin said having tuberculosis
in a housing complex is similar to
violence in housing projects. Just
like tuberculosis is contagious and
transmittable by exposure, violence
can manifest in a similar way.
“[Violence] is capable of being
transmitted, meaning it causes
more of itself,” Slutkin said. “In the
infectious disease epidemiology,
the difference between [infectious
disease] and other epidemiology
is simply that it’s a risk factor for
itself and violence is causing more
of itself.”
Slutkin also discussed the social
learning therapy, which says that
people learn behaviors by seeing
others’ behaviors. He said people do what they learn and that
modeling someone’s actions is an
unconscious behavior.
Slutkin said people are likely
shooting each other because their
friends are shooting people. He said

Kaitlin Hetterscheidt THE CHRONICLE
Gary Slutkin, founder and president of Cure Violence, spoke at the University of Illinois at Chicago, 1200 W. Harrison St. to a group of community leaders and students.

it is expected of them, and people do
not want to be socially isolated from
the group they are associated with.
“Community violence not only
causes you to do violence in the
community, but in other forms, too,
including family violence and suicide,” Slutkin said. “Being exposed
to violence as a child causes you to
cause abuse against your own child.”
Jalon Arthur, program director
for CeaseFire, the Illinois branch
of Cure Violence, said violence is
a serious problem in Chicago and
agrees with Slutkin’s approach.

“Many communities in Chicago
are currently plagued with violence,” Arthur said. “One of the biggest keys to being able to rid Chicago
of violence is to first understand it
as a health issue. We understand it
is going to affect the way we address
it and treat it. Understanding it
as a health approach makes sense
because [in] the population that
we’re working with, violence is their
No. 1 cause of death.”
Amanda Dougherty, a graduate student at the UIC School of
Public Health, said she came to the

college to study public health and
community health science under
Slutkin because she agrees that violence can be cured by the disease
model approach.
“Violence needs to be looked at as
a contagious disease, because if we
haven’t been able to eradicate violence now in 2014 [with] the way
that research and interventions
have been continuing, there is no
way it’s going to be eradicated in the
future,” Dougherty said.

xx SEE VIOLENCE, PG. 38

Emanuel’s 2015 city budget plan poses
problem with Chicago Teachers Union
ALEXA RUFFINO

Assistant Metro Editor
MAYOR RAHM EMANUEL released the

2015 $8.9 billion budget, which is
set to balance the city’s finances
without implementing new property, sales or gas taxes for the fourth
consecutive year, on Oct. 15.
The budget plan has saved taxpayers more than $470 million
over the past 3 1/2 years, which
continues to be invested in the education of Chicago’s Children, and
the health and safety of residents,
according to the budget. Summer
job opportunities and after-school
activities for Chicago’s youth will
also be expanding, heralding a 30
percent increase in the number of
youth accessing services since 2011,
according to an Oct. 15 press release
from the mayor’s office.
Emanuel will allocate $15.5 million to early education opportunities by providing preschool education to 25,000 4-year-olds from
low-income families who qualify for
the federal free or reduced student
lunch program, according to the Oct.
15 release.

The mayor’s press office and
Chicago Public Schools did not
respond to comment requests from
The Chronicle regarding the free
preschool program as of press time.
During the budget address to the
City Council, Emanuel stated that
his administration set a new record
for the graduation rate for CPS last
year at nearly 70 percent, and 82
percent of the class of 2017 is on
track to graduate.
The new budget prompted the
Chicago Teachers Union to respond
negatively in an Oct. 15 press release
that highlighted last year’s school
closures and deficit, and the termination of several after-school programs as a result.
Graduation rates were improving
prior to Emanuel’s election, and the
credit should be attributed to the
staff of each school, rather than his
administration, Kurt Hilgendorf, a
policy researcher for the Chicago
Teachers Union, said.
“The work that happens to go
into [graduation rates] has come
from people in the school: teachers,
teachers assistants and staff in the
schools that help students be on

that track to graduate,” Hilgendorf
said. “That process has already
started before he even came in to be
involved [as mayor].”
However, Emanuel did take time
out of his speech to acknowledge all
who have helped Chicago’s students
in his address.
“I want to take a moment to
thank all of the principals who have
shown great leadership, the teachers who motivate our children, the
parents who are engaged, the school
board, and [CPS] CEO Barbara
Byrd-Bennett for making this process and these results possible,”
Emanuel said. “They deserve a big
hand, and they deserve our continued backing.”
The CTU press release stated that
Emanuel is taking credit for policies
he did not create. Most policies,
including the Freshman On-Track
program, a program aimed toward
keeping high school freshman motivated to graduate started in 2007
by CPS, were implemented prior
to Emanuel taking office in 2011,
Hilgendorf said.

x x SEE BUDGET, PG. 38
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Emanuel’s proposed 2015 Chicago budget plan received negative feedback from the Chicago Teachers Union.
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Sen. Durbin leads Oberweis
RICK PEARSON
MCT NewsWire
DEMOCRATIC U.S. SEN. Dick Durbin

enters the final days of his campaign for a fourth term holding a
substantial advantage over Republican challenger Jim Oberweis, a
new Chicago Tribune poll shows.
The survey found Oberweis, a
first-term state senator from the far
western suburbs, making headway
in his home base of the collar counties. But Oberweis is running into
a political dynamic that’s been one
of Durbin’s strengths over the years
—a dual base of support. Not only is
Durbin racking up big numbers in
heavily Democratic Chicago, but he
is from Springfield and is holding
his own downstate.
The math adds up to 50 percent
for Durbin and 36 percent for Oberweis. Libertarian candidate Sharon
Hansen had 6 percent while another 7 percent of voters were undecided or supported someone else.
Oberweis has narrowed the gap
a bit in the last six weeks. A Tribune poll conducted Sept. 3–12 had
Durbin at 55 percent to 32 percent
for his challenger. Durbin has enjoyed the benefits of greater name
recognition and a larger campaign
bank balance compared with Oberweis, a wealthy investment manager and operator of his namesake
dairy chain stores.
Oberweis has given his campaign
more than $1.5 million in loans and
donations, but he had envisioned
attracting significant help from
major Republican-aligned super
political action committees in taking on Durbin, the No. 2 Democrat
in the Senate.
Oberweis also had hoped to interest the National Republican
Senatorial Committee in making
an investment in his campaign, but
that has not materialized in a year
when Republicans need a net gain
of six Senate seats for total control
of Congress.
Durbin has raised more than $9
million in campaign funds since his

2008 re-election, while Oberweis,
making his third U.S. Senate bid after failing in two previous attempts
to win the Republican nomination,
has struggled to raise money apart
from his own donations.
The race has taken on a more
negative tone in the closing weeks.
Oberweis sought to ratchet up
his attacks on Durbin as a “career
politician” whose partisanship has
helped lead to gridlock in Washington and who has used his leadership
position to “bully” business interests over issues involving taxation
and political affiliation.
Durbin has tried to portray Oberweis as an instrument of the Tea
Party and questioned his challenger’s allegiance to Illinois because of
his wife’s declaration of a property
tax exemption on a home in Florida. Oberweis said his longtime
home remains in Sugar Grove and
that he is prevented from claiming more than one residence for a
homestead exemption.
The Durbin-Oberweis matchup
is the first statewide race voters
will decide on their ballots. Given
his comfortable lead, the state’s
senior senator has actively sought
to help other Democrats farther
down the ballot, including Gov. Pat
Quinn and several Democratic congressmen elected two years ago,
when home state President Barack
Obama was atop the ticket.
Tribune polling has shown Illinois voters’ support for Obama’s
job performance falling in recent
weeks, which was reflected somewhat in voter preferences for the
state’s U.S. Senate seat.
Among the 46 percent of Illinois
voters who approve of Obama’s job
performance, Durbin is supported by an overwhelming 80 percent, compared with just 9 percent
for Oberweis.
Of the 47 percent of Illinois voters who disapprove of Obama’s
handling of the presidency, nearly
two-thirds prefer Oberweis. But 1
in 5 voters unhappy with Obama
still back Durbin.

While Durbin continues to maintained healthy leads over Oberweis
in Democratic-dominated Chicago
and the Cook County suburbs, the
Republican candidate made significant gains among voters in the traditionally GOP-leaning collar areas
In September, Oberweis trailed
Durbin in the collar counties by 7
percentage points. But in the new
poll, Oberweis held a major edge
over Durbin, leading the Democrat
56 percent to 36 percent.
Oberweis’ suburban surge is
similar to the gains that helped Republican governor candidate Bruce
Rauner close the gap with Democratic Gov. Pat Quinn.
But unlike Rauner, who held
a substantial lead among downstate voters, Oberweis slightly
trailed Springfield’s Durbin outside the Chicago area. Downstate,
Durbin had 43 percent to 40 percent for Oberweis despite the region trending Republican in recent
statewide elections.
Among the poll’s other findings
on the U.S. Senate race:
Independents: A reversal from
last month. Durbin had led Oberweis by 11 percentage points among
independent voters. Now Oberweis
holds an 8 percentage point advantage among independents.
Race: Among white voters,
Durbin’s 10 percentage point lead
in September has evaporated. The
two candidates now split the white
vote. But the Democrat held an
overwhelming 85 percent to 3 percent advantage over the Republican
among black voters, even though
Oberweis has actively sought support in Chicago’s black neighborhoods on the South and West sides.
White suburban women: Durbin
was favored by 57 percent of women statewide. But among the key
voting block of white suburban
women, both had 47 percent support. This is the same group that
has helped Rauner draw even with
Gov. Pat Quinn.
chronicle@colum.edu

MIKE KRUMLAUF

Occupation: Independent filmmaker

Courtesy MIKE KRUMLAUF

MATT MCCALL
Features Editor
INDEPENDENT CHICAGO FILMMAKER and

Edgewater resident Mike Krumlauf
is making a coming-of-age film for
the LGBTQ community and looking to Kickstarter, a crowdsourcing
website, to raise $30,000 for his
film project.
He wrote the first draft of his film
“Written Images” in 2008 when he
was a high school student living in
Naperville, Illinois. Now 23, Krumlauf wants to bring his script to life.
Strongly influenced by Chicago
director John Hughes, who wrote
many classic films of the ‘80s and
‘90s (“The Breakfast Club,” “Ferris Bueller’s Day Off”), this film
focuses on two men with opposite
qualities falling in love and finding
themselves in the process. It will
star Belgian actor Jelle Florizoone
(“North Sea Texas”) and Michael
Gertsen (“Joshua Tree”).
Krumlauf is best known for his
experimental work, including the
2014 documentary “A Place to Call
His Own” and his videos on Vimeo.
From 2005–2007, Krumlauf received more than 1 million views
on his 130 videos. “Written Images”
is his first narrative film. Krumlauf
is waiting until July 2015 to start
filming, and the film is tentatively
slated for a 2016 release.
The Chronicle spoke with Krumlauf about writing the film, the
characters and how John Hughes
inspired him.

THE CHRONICLE: Can you talk about
the plot of “Written Images?”
MIKE KRUMLAF: “Written Images”
is an experimental coming-of-age
film that follows two guys in their
early 20s who are basically, personality-wise, polar opposites, and
it’s basically how these two forces
that collide with each other, how
they basically change their lives for
better and for worse. I put two polar
extremes of the gay community in a
film together and see how they are
able to get through obstacles and
courses in their lives and be able
to also grow and recognize certain
faults in themselves that they might
not have been not aware of.
Lou Foglia THE CHRONICLE

Construction crews remove debris from a barge that plunged into the Chicago river near the Randolph Street waterfront on Oct. 20, three days after the vessel sank.
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Neighborhood: Edgewater

What are the main differences between
the characters?

[Steven], the character that Jelle
Florizoone is playing, he’s introverted, closeted, doesn’t really have
much [of ] a focus in life, and he’s
just moved from Europe to Chicago
to study at the University of Illinois
at Chicago. Nick, which is the other character that Michael Gertsen
is playing, who’s from Denver, he’s
very extroverted, very flamboyant,
he just kind [of ] grabs life by the
balls and just lives every day as if
it were his last. He’s got a problem
with sex addiction, drug addiction.
He’s also a photographer, so that’s
kind of where his artistic merits are
and where he’s focused and what
gives his life meaning, [but] like any
addict, he hides behind that stuff to
avoid things that have happened in
his past.

What inspired you to make this film?
Essentially, I wanted to make
something that I knew I never saw
done in Chicago, but also me being
an extremely huge fan of Chicago
filmmaker John Hughes, I wanted
to make something that resonated with the respect that he had for
his characters here in Chicago, and
bring that not only in general, but
especially for the gay community.
I’d never seen a filmmaker, especially in Chicago, make this kind of
honest story with gay characters.
That was something I saw that
there was an outlet for and nobody
had really done it yet, and I wanted
to kind of give my best effort toward
it.... This would be my first jump
into expressing what John Hughes
has done for me creatively.

Who is this film for?
I think the biggest audience for this
film would be people that feel misunderstood, who are getting out of
the closet, who are trying to figure
themselves out. I wished that I had
a movie like this growing up. I had
John’s movies, but they were more
mainstream, they targeted everyone. The main point of “Written
Images” is to give a piece of art to
somebody who feels like there isn’t
anything for them, where they can
sit in a theater or in their house,
wherever they see it, and can say,
“That’s me.”
mmccall@chroniclemail.com
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Mayor to invest millions more on bicycle police
JESSICA SCOTT
Assistant Metro Editor
IN THE 2015 city budget, Mayor

Rahm Emanuel allotted $2 million
to expand and train Chicago Police
Department officers that patrol the
city on bikes. According to the 2015
budget overview, Emanuel said police officers on bikes in high-crime
areas help fight crime and make police officers more approachable.
Jeffrey Baker, a candidate for alderman for the 21st Ward and president of the Committee for a Better
Chicago, a grassroots networking
organization that connects organizations and resources, said more
police officers on bicycles will be

better for communities, but he is
unsure if they will reduce crime.
“I don’t think the police alone are
going to be able to cure crime, but it
will be a deterrent because you’re
going to improve the relationship
between the community and the
police,” Baker said.
Baker, a resident of Auburn
Gresham, a neighborhood that has
a lower crime rate than nearby
Englewood, Grand Crossing and
Roseland, said having more police
officers on bike patrol in his community will resonate with residents
who have always asked for police
officers to patrol the neighborhood
on foot rather than have them patrol in cars.

“I’ve been involved in community organizing for over 15 years,
and bringing the police closer to
the community has always been
a want of the community,” Baker
said. “This has been something that
the people have wanted longer than
I can remember.”
However, Tristan Sims, a 20year-old Englewood resident, peer
advocate employee at the University of Chicago and senior journalism
major, said having more police officers on bikes is not necessary. He
said spending money to increase
bike patrol in his neighborhood is
pointless because he only sees police officers on bikes at night and
barely sees them during the day.

AP EXCHANGE

In the 2015 city budget, Mayor Rahm Emanuel will increase funds to CPD to put more bicycle police officers on the street to help fight and reduce crime in violent areas.

Your
Blues

“I think the mayor’s budget could
be spent on something that is more
productive,” Sims said. “How about
paying off the debt or even using it
to benefit public schools, colleges
and universities?”
Sims said there are assaults, robberies and other illegal activities
that take place during the day when
people are working, which is when
police officers should be heavily patrolling the neighborhoods.
“I haven’t seen that many bike
cops, and when I do see them, [it’s]
at night,” Sims said. “So unless
bikes cops are going to help at night,
then I don’t think it’s going to be
productive when they can be more
beneficial during the day.”
David Johnson, an 18-year-old,
Roseland resident said he does
not understand why police officers
would be on bikes in South Side
neighborhoods. Instead, bike officers should be downtown because
there are barely any bike lanes on
the South Side and believes police
officers on the South Side would be
more protected in cars, he said.
“I don’t see what more bicycles
will do,” Johnson said. “Living in
my area, I feel like cars would be
better. It’s [more] efficient [and] it
gets you places quicker. Also, you
don’t see bike lanes a lot and [in
Roseland] police are already on
edge and they’re only in cars. Imagine if you’re up close and personal
on a bike—that’s going to make everything worse.”

Johnson also said Roseland residents generally distrust police
officers. He thinks that they would
feel more vulnerable and unsafe
on bicycles. He said police officers
on bikes are perceived as not being productive and Emanuel could
spend the money on things needed
for the city.
“When you think of bicycle cops,
you don’t really think [they’re doing] their jobs even though they are
bicycle cops that go through certain
things that every [other] cop does,”
Johnson said. “I feel like money
could be put into different things
other than more bicycle police.”
Darryl Smith, president of the
Englewood Political Taskforce,
said the mayor should meet with
residents, church figures and community organizers to figure out
how to spend the tax-payers money. He also said the money should
be spent on a holistic approach to
curbing violence.
“At the rate that crime is rising,
bicycle police will not be of any
help to the violence that’s going on,”
Smith said. “He needs to put more
police on foot patrol, and not just
on the main streets, but on some
of the smaller streets where a lot
of the activity is going on. To spend
$2 million on bikes, to put extra police on bikes, that’s ludicrous. It’s a
waste of time and it’s a waste of taxpayers’ money.”
jscott@chroniclemail.com
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xx EBOLA

Continued from Front Page

Andrea Cannon THE CHRONICLE

press release from RMC, the disease can only be spread through direct contact with body fluids of an
infected person. People who have
the virus but have not developed
symptoms such as fever or vomiting are not contagious. Ebola is not
able to survive on surfaces and cannot spread through the air as other
infectious diseases do.
“Even though the chances of an individual being diagnosed [with Ebola] in Chicago are extremely unlikely, we are doing everything we can
to ensure that our city is prepared
to respond quickly and effectively,”
Emanuel said in an Oct. 20 press
release. “Chicago is home to worldclass hospitals and providers, and
I am grateful to these institutions
for stepping up for our city and our
nation.”
RMC specializes in infectious
diseases, infection control, emergency medicine and nursing. It is in
collaboration with the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention as
well as Emory University Hospital,
which has treated a total of four Ebola patients in Texas so far, according to the RMC press release.
The four hospitals and the Chicago Department of Public Health
form a group called the Chicago Ebola Resource Network. A statewide
task force specializing in Ebola assembled at Gov. Pat Quinn’s office
with the Chicago Ebola Resource
Network to reassure Illinois residents that hospitals and health of-

ficials are prepared for an unlikely,
but possible Ebola outbreak in Illinois and Chicago, according to an
Oct. 22 press release.
“These hospitals have intensive
care units that are able to isolate
patients, [have] infectious disease
expertise, staffing to support care
for an Ebola patient as well as their
usual patients, laboratory capacity, willingness to work closely
with federal, state and local public
health entities and willingness to
work with each other,” said Christina Villarreal, a spokeswoman for
CDPH, said in an emailed statement.

RMC and the other chosen hospitals have initiated special preparations to ensure the safety of their
patients and the public, according
to the press release.
In order to be fully prepared,
RMU is now equipped with a special isolation unit containing three
beds. The RMC press release also
states that although Ebola is not an
airborne contagion, the rooms are
equipped with negative pressure
airflow. The negative airflow directs the air from the rooms out of
the hospital to prevent it from circulating throughout.

An anteroom adjacent to the isolation unit provides the necessary
space for nurses, doctors and workers to carefully put on and remove
special equipment. The equipment
protects workers from potential
infection. The room also includes
sterilization equipment, showers
and disposal resources, the press
release stated.
A small group of RMC physicians
and nurses who have expertise in
intensive care and infection control
has been assembled to care for any
possible Ebola patients. The selected staff is being rigorously trained

in special precautions and will not
be assigned to any other patients
if an Ebola patient is under their
care, according to the RMU Oct. 20
press release.
The mayors press release also
stated that as part of the city’s
preparation efforts, infectious disease specialists from the CDC are
in Chicago to conduct audits for
the hospitals. They will determine
what further training is needed to
increase the hospitals’ ability to
deal with any presence of Ebola.
The CDPH is also working to ensure that if a person is diagnosed
with Ebola in Chicago, the patient
will be kept in isolation following
the orders put out from the CDC,
the release stated.
It also states that blood samples
will be handled cautiously, tested
rigorously and immediately and
patients will be transferred in isolation to one of the four hospitals.
Sylvia Burwell, secretary of the
U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services, said in a teleconference hosted by the CDC on Oct.
15 that any hospitals caring for an
Ebola patient will be provided with
a go team for rapid response.
“We know how to stop this,” Burwell said. “We have seen the disease
since it was first discovered in the
1970s and have seen it stopped. We
do know what protocols to use and
how they work. We have done a lot,
we know there are opportunities
to do more and better and we are
doing that.”
aruffino@chroniclemail.com
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xx VIOLENCE

Continued from PG. 35

Slutkin said the mission of Cure
Violence is all about detecting the
problem, then interrupting it. He
said they do this by having past
gang members or people who committed violent crimes act as interrupters to new violent and gang

related crimes. He said this slows
down the process of contagion and
then buys time to change behavior,
which can and will result in a cure.
“We actually have to change the
norms in these communities and
ultimately change those behaviors,”
Arthur said.
jscott@chroniclemail.com
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Continued from PG. 35

Kaitlin Hetterscheidt THE CHRONICLE

Gary Slutkin spoke at the University of Illinois at Chicago about ways to dectect violence and combat it
in communities where violence is prevolent. He spoke about curing violence with the disease concept.

“[The Freshmen On-Track program is] sort of a big indicator, and
that goes back to 2009,” Hilgendorf
said. “That’s one of the things that
was a huge push well before Rahm
even came to the city.”
While the 2015 budget is modeled to give back to educational programs, the CTU press release also
stated that Emanuel has declined to
comment on the harsh budget cuts
he has approved in the past.
“When CPS switched over to its
student-based budgeting system,
what happened was at the same
time there [were] also deep major cuts to the budget that nobody

wants to talk about,” Hilgendorf
said. “So traditional public schools
got cut to the tune of $160 million.”
The $160 million trimmed from
last year’s budget was never restored, said Hilgendorf. Because of
this, Hilgendorf said public schools
in Chicago have suffered more than
$300 million in cuts from the last
year and this year alone. Hilgendorf
also said that Emanuel cut so much
from last year’s budget that after-school programs were cut from
many schools.
“Over that two-year period,
[Emanuel] closed 50 schools [and]
thousands of teachers were laid
off,” Hilgendorf said. “These are
things, despite claiming [that]
there was an extra $100 million go-

ing to after school matters, you have
schools that took million dollar cuts
to a single school, let alone added to
a city-wide program, so that’s the
real issue of schools being forced
to choose between [for example]
an art or a music teacher, not being
able to have both.”
Emanuel pointed out in his
speech that while the city has made
progress with his previous budget,
residents deserve more.
“We can and must do better,”
Emanuel said. “We owe our children the courage to do what is best
for them, regardless of the politics, to secure their education and
their future.”
aruffino@chroniclemail.com
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I’m here

for

the boos

Ghoulish bar deals that won’t strike terror into your wallet
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Jimmy Green’s

Joe's on Weed St.

South Loop Club

Jimmy Green’s

Location: 825 S. State St.

Location: 940 W. Weed St.

Location: 701 S. State St.

Location: 825 S. State St.

The Country
Club Chicago

(South Loop)

(Lincoln Park)

(South Loop)

(South Loop)

Location: 3462 N. Clark

Open Until: 2:00am (3:00am Sat)

Open Until: 4:00am

Open Until: 4:00am

Open Until: 2:00am (3:00am Sat)
Specials:

(Wrigleyville)

Specials:

$2 PBR, Old Style, Rolling Rock or
Schlitz 16 oz. Tall Boys
$7 Mini Tacos
$5 Margarita

Specials:

$2 Vodka Drinks
$3 Lagunitas, Moody Tongue, Upland
$3 Fireball
$2 Domestic Pitchers
$1.50 Bud Light
and Coors Light Cans
$3 Corona and Modelos

Friday

Specials:

$4 drafts & $4 bottles
10% Student Discount Sun- Thur
Special Halloween Malibu Drinks
$6 Black Blood
$4 Exorcist
$6 Frozen Witches Brew

$8 Italian Beef Sandwich
$5 Stoli Cocktails
$3 Bud Light Draft

Moe’s Tavern

Exchequer

Location: 2937 N. Milwaukee Ave.

Location: 226 S. Wabash Ave.

(Logan Square/Avondale)

(South Loop)

Open Until: 2:00am (3:00am Sat)
Specials:

Open Until: 12:00am
Specials:

$3 Pints PBR
With school ID / RSVP recommended
$3 Wells
Free pizza slice with costume
$4 Jose Cuervo
$5 Nosferatu Pints
Free Monster Mash Shot (Mention Ad)
$2.75 Bud Light Tall Boys

Performances From:

Burning Palms
Wax Works (As Led Zeplin)

Open Until: 2:00am
Specials:

Best costume wins tickets
to Cole Swindell
Performance by Grant from
Trippin Billies at 8
Cowboy Hat & Bandana Giveaways
$7 Bud Light Pitchers
$6 Shellback Rum
$3 Fireball

South Loop Club
Location: 701 S. State St.
(South Loop)

Open Until: 4:00am
Specials:

$4 drafts & $4 bottles
10% Student Discount with costume
Special Halloween Malibu Drinks
$6 Black Blood
$4 Exorcist
$6 Frozen Witches Brew

